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Abstract

This thesis deals with socio-technical approaches to the work of implementing ICT systems in health care. In the thesis, I address and reflect on challenges related to design and implementation as well as integration of ICT systems with hospital laboratories. Based upon empirical examples gathered from a longitudinal case study using interpretive methods, the results suggest how health care practices can shape the implementation of integrated systems and what role users may have in these projects. The thesis concerns not only the practical challenges of integration, but also how large-scale integration challenges may be handled.

In recent decades, several projects and national strategies aimed at enabling electronic interactions within the health care system have failed. Despite heavy investment of resources, the results of many projects are still far from the initial goals. Major delays and budget overruns are common. One important reason for such outcomes is that designers and project managers do not manage to grasp the complexities in the existing practices when they draw up strategies for more efficient health care. My objective is to spell out this complexity in detail.

By reflecting on previous research, I emphasize that ICT systems, when designed, do not adequately address existing practices and existing portfolios in health care organizations. In the light of the diversity and variations across different health care practices, a broader approach and understanding is necessary to understand the impact of these differences. In this thesis, integration is seen from a broader socio-technical perspective, which offers an important foundation for increased cooperation between designers of ICT systems and members of organizations. I illustrate the importance of such cooperation by showing that users may be an unexploited resource in large-scale ICT projects. In some cases, users should be regarded as co-designers of ICT systems.
Preface

The thesis has been submitted to fulfil the requirements of for the degree of Philosophiae Doctor (PhD) at the University of Tromsø (UIT). The work has been carried out at the Faculty of Health Sciences, Department of Clinical Medicine, Telemedicine and the E-health Research Group in Tromsø, Norway.

The thesis includes four articles and an extended introduction to provide a synthesis of these. The introduction focuses on the motivation behind the thesis and the theoretical framework. It describes the case on which the thesis is based, and covers the methodological approach. The results, implications and conclusions are described at the end. The following four articles are included as appendices:
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

In recent decades, the Norwegian health care system has undergone continuous improvement and is now one of the best in the world (Norwegian Directorate of Health, 2009). However, despite this situation, paper-based work procedures and manual work practices are still dominant. The sending of paper documents, memory sticks, or CD-ROMs in the post rather than using information technology (IT) to transfer information expresses a prevailing fragmentation of the health care services and is a constant burden for patients. Patients must explain their medical history several times when they are in contact with the different parts of the health service. In addition, information is neither available nor in the correct form when needed (SHD, 2005:12).

Since paper-based documentation is dominant, there are restrictions on how many people can read it at the same time. Paper-based patient records are also considered more vulnerable than electronic patient records, because one cannot easily prohibit access to them (HOD, 2009:135). The lack of appropriate interaction in health care has caused great frustration among politicians, health care leaders, and staff in information and communication technology (ICT) communities. The result is increased pressure to introduce ICT for supporting health care processes and services, and for replacing existing paper documents:

“A comprehensive focus on the priority areas of information and computing technology (ICT) is regarded by many as the most effective measure for improving quality and effectiveness in the health and social sector” (SHD, 2005:4)

In response, the authorities have launched several strategy plans (SHD, 1996; SHD, 2001a; SHD, 2005; SHD, 2008; HOD, 2009) where a key concern has been to implement ICT for establishing seamless communication of information as well as improved continuity of services and care:

“The concept “continuity of patient care” places emphasis on coordination and continuity in provision of services and preventive care. The aim is that patients and
clients shall experience continuity of care when they use the services. Electronic interaction is decisive in order to ensure the improved flow of information that is necessary to achieve this goal” (SHD, 2005:5)

Accordingly, ICT is essential to realize the future goals for a better health care system.

”The technology will facilitate that all necessary information is available when needed where the patient is in order to ensure seamless patient care” (HOD, 2009:133)

1.2 Research theme

Although ICT offers several benefits in the health care service, it is still difficult to achieve them. Ever since Gudmund Hernes, then Minister of Health, launched the Norwegian national strategy "More health for each bit" at the end of 1996 (SHD, 1996), the many national strategies have not lived up to expectations. In contrast, they indicate that ICT implementations in health care are extremely challenging and certainly not something that one can take for granted. In many cases, it is difficult to coordinate the many actors involved; many of them have divergent opinions about what they want as well as different strategies for conducting ICT projects. There is also a tendency to underestimate the complexity of the existing practices, which frequently results in the lack of a clear overview of the overall domain, particularly in large-scale ICT integration projects. Ultimately, this implies that ICT projects tend to end up differently from what was initially expected.

Generally, a key problem seems to be that integration is largely considered a technical phenomenon where social-technical factors are underestimated and where unforeseen organizational challenges tend to appear as “surprises”. As a result, socio-technical perspectives on integration emerge as more important than ever. In this thesis, two promising theoretical approaches have been applied for conceptualizing the social-technical interplay: Information Infrastructures (Hanseth and Lyttinen, 2004; Star and Ruhleder, 1996; Bowker and Star, 1999) and Actor-Network-Theory (ANT) (Callon, 1986; Latour, 1987; Latour, 1991; Latour, 2005; Law, 1999).
1.3 Research setting
A five-year study of a project called GiLab has been carried out since 2006. The GiLab project was established by the University Hospital of Northern Norway (UNN) to allow general practitioners (GPs) to use an ICT system to send laboratory requisitions electronically to the hospital. The electronic solution was highly desired by the hospital management because the paper-based solutions had many drawbacks. According to the project plan, it would not take more than two years to build the system, and after two years of use, paper would account for less than one per cent of requisitions. However, the project did not play out as planned: In 2011, only a few of the medical practices in the Northern area of Norway practices were able to send electronic laboratory requisitions to the hospital.

1.4 Research questions
In order to specify the objectives of this thesis, four research questions are addressed:

- What is the nature of integration in health care?
- How can integration projects in health care be better understood and managed?
- How do existing practices shape integration efforts in health care?
- What is the role of users in large-scale integration projects?

1.5 The remaining structure of the thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 deals with the Norwegian health system. Chapter 3 explores theoretical approaches and provides a more detailed explanation of the contrast between the expectations for integration and the outcomes of integration. This chapter also elaborates on the concept of Actor-Network-Theory and information infrastructure. Chapter 4 describes the research setting. Chapter 5 presents the method, which involves the research design and the data collection as well as reflections. Chapter 6 summarizes the results of the four articles. In the final two chapters, the implications and conclusions are addressed. After the last chapter, the four articles are presented.
2.0 THE NORWEGIAN HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

2.1 Costs, statistics and facts

Today, Norway is one of the wealthiest nations in the world (Norwegian Directorate of Health, 2009). In January 2011, the population in Norway was 4,920,305, approximately one million more than in January 1970 (SSB, 2011a). While life expectancy at birth was 71 years for men and 77 years for women in 1970, it had increased to 78.2 years for men and 82.7 for women in 2007 (Norwegian Directorate of Health, 2009:7).

Having a predominately public health care system, Norway is one of the OECD countries with the highest levels of public financing of health care services (84% in 2008) (SSB, 2011b). In 2007, mainland Norway spent 11.7% of its gross domestic product (GDP) on health (SSB, 2011c). In comparison, the USA spent 15.7% of its GDP on health care in 2007 (SSB, 2011b), while the UK spent nearly 8% of its GDP on the National Health Service (NHS) in 2007 (Appleby et al, 2009:5).

The health care system in the Western world is considered a large financial burden, with the prospect of increasing costs in the coming years. While Norway spent NOK 36 billion on health care in 1980 (Hubbard, 2006:117), the total expenditure for public health care services was NOK 102,884 billion in 2000 (SSB, 2011c). In 2009, the total public health expenditure had increased to approximately NOK 192 billion (ibid). In comparison, the United States’ health care system is still more expensive and it is expected that the US will pay out 18.7% of its GDP on health care by 2014 (Heffler et al, 2005). Correspondingly, in the UK spending on the NHS has “risen around 10-fold in real terms” (Appleby et al, 2009:5) to approximately £120 billion in 2009, which reflects a large increase in spending. Over the past 60 years, then, with the greatest increase in the last 10 years, NHS expenditure has grown as a share of national income, from around 3% to nearly 9% (ibid:5).

In Norway, the high costs of health care are reflected in the goals of providing all citizens with the care they need, whenever they need it, without economic constraints. An overarching aim is to provide services of high quality for everyone, regardless of the patient’s financial situation, social status, age, gender and ethnic background (Norwegian
Directorate of Health, 2009). In addition, the services should be available within acceptable waiting times and distances (ibid). For instance, the Prime Minister stated in June 2011 that a cancer patient should not wait more than 20 days from diagnosis until treatment starts.

2.2 Primary health care system

Built upon the Norwegian Primary Health Services Act of 1982, the responsibility for the primary health services has been assigned to the 430 local authorities (Norwegian Directorate of Health, 2009:18). The primary health care system is financed through the national government, local tax revenues, and reimbursements from the National Social Security System (ibid). The system has many underlying services such as general practitioners, pregnancy and antenatal care, school clinics, nursing homes, rehabilitation, physiotherapy, as well as health promotion (HOD, 1997). The services are carried out either by health care personnel hired by the municipality or by private enterprises in cooperation with the municipality (Norwegian Directorate of Health, 2009).

When patients feel ill, they normally contact the primary health care service. Here, general practitioners, usually private practitioners who treat patients on the basis of a contract with the municipality, have an important role. In addition to treating patients locally, general practitioners also refer patients to medical specialists, nursing care or hospitals when required. In addition, they send laboratory sample materials to medical laboratories around the country.

In order to improve the relationship between general practitioners and patients, the regular general practitioner scheme was introduced in 2002 (Berg, 2006). In 2007, about 3,862 physicians were enlisted in this scheme (NAV, 2011), which gave individuals the right to choose one general practitioner in order to improve continuity and access to physicians (Berg, 2006). Accordingly, the scheme allowed each general practitioner to have a minimum of 500 and a maximum of 2,500 persons on their list (Lovdata, 2009). General practitioners must provide services in health clinics, school clinics, local authority nursing homes as well as emergency units, among others (Norwegian Directorate of Health, 2009). The regular general practitioner scheme was evaluated as useful, especially for patients (Gripsrud, 2002), as the majority of general practitioners had become more considerate with regard to their relations to their patients.
2.3 Secondary health care system

Unlike the primary health care system, which is controlled by the municipalities, the secondary health care system is directly connected to the national health care authorities. In 2007, 84 public hospitals were directly a part of the secondary health care service (Norwegian Directorate of Health, 2009:23). In addition, several outpatient departments, centres for training and rehabilitation, institutions for drug addicts, retraining centres for people with disabilities and chronic illnesses, pre-hospital services and private specialists, laboratories and x-ray facilities form part of the secondary health care service (ibid:22).

Several changes have occurred in the secondary health care system during recent decades. For example, when the government took over ownership and responsibility for all public hospitals on 1 January 2002, they also introduced a hospital reform. As a result, all the hospitals previously managed by the 19 counties were operated and controlled by five independent health enterprises (SHD, 2001b). An aim of the hospital reform was to deliver better care through an improved focus on patients’ needs (ibid). In addition, the reform was intended to improve political control and financial control as well as greater equality of services across the country (ibid). However, transferring the public hospitals, policlinics and district psychiatric centres to full control by the state was also one of the largest and most challenging shifts in Norwegian health care (Norges Forskningsråd, 2007:13).

In addition to being responsible for the health care workers who live and work within each region, each health enterprise is financially responsible for its work (SHD, 2001b). Furthermore, the enterprises must plan and manage the local hospitals and other specialized care in their regions (Norwegian Directorate of Health, 2009:23). Each health enterprise is further divided into sub-authorities, where underlying independent enterprises serve their own regions. For instance, Helse Nord RHF (the Northern Norway Regional Health Authority) has five underlying independent enterprises, which also have their own management (Helse Nord RHF, 2009). After a merger of Helse Sør RHF and Helse Øst RHF in 2007, four health enterprises exist in Norway today: Helse Sør-Øst RHF (South-Eastern Norway), Helse Vest RHF (Western Norway), Helse Midt-Norge RHF (Central Norway) and Helse Nord RHF (Northern Norway). Figure 2.1 illustrates the structure of the Norwegian health care system:
2.4 The coordination reform

Like many other Western countries, Norway wants continuity of care and increased efficiency in the health system. A major goal of the coordination reform is to improve services by transferring existing services in hospitals to the municipalities so that patients can be treated and followed up where they live rather than in hospitals. An important goal is to focus on prevention and to provide funding so the municipalities can provide the health services that the patients need. Accordingly, the hospital will provide specialist help as before, but patients will also return to their home community more quickly after discharge. To achieve this, the municipalities provide follow-up for patients after treatment, which means that the municipalities increase their responsibility. The goal of the coordination reform is thus to improve integration by linking primary and secondary health services closer
together and giving patients the right treatment in the right place at the right time (HOD, 2009).

Another motivation of the reform is “value for money”, as the health care sector is regarded as spending too much money compared to what the community gets back in the form of good health (HOD, 2008; HOD, 2009). This is especially applicable to elderly people and chronically ill patients who do not receive the level of service they are entitled. In addition, preventive health care is promising for reducing the number of sick patients in the future.

The result of today’s “not ideal” services is that patients must wait in line for treatment, they do not get suitable rehabilitation after illness, and it takes longer to get patients back into daily work (HOD, 2008). Well-established and holistic patient care is therefore essential to improve the system:

“Comprehensive patient pathways should to a larger extent serve as a common reference for all stakeholders in the healthcare services. This is to ensure that all healthcare systems and services are focused on patient care in the form that the individual can cope with his life or restore functions / self-efficacy as far as possible” (HOD, 2009:14)

The lack of holistic health care also means lack of seamless communication as well as poor integration between municipalities and hospitals and various professions and departments (HOD, 2009). This means not only that patients must explain their medical history several times when they are moved around in the system (HOD, 2009), but also that patients experience services as confusing:

“The lack of a holistic approach to patient care is a problem for the individual patient in that they do not receive coordinated services” (HOD, 2009:22)

Because care is not seamless, health information is sent via paper, diskettes or CDs. Therefore, the reform has concrete goals regarding the use of information and communication technologies (ICT). An important goal is to use information technology to make sure necessary information is available when needed. As a result, users can expect less travelling to hospitals, leading to reduced travel costs and travel time.
In order to succeed, the reform also underscores a need to adjust the management model for ICT in the health care sector. Accordingly, coordination becomes increasingly important. A major goal has been and still is to develop a national infrastructure that facilitates interaction between participants. In particular, three goals have been specified (HOD, 2009:35):

- Connect care providers to a common secure health network.
- Establish electronic message exchange between participants (referrals, test results, medical certificates, settlement of fees and charges, etc.).
- Improve the use of electronic medical records - which can communicate and send the available information across organizational boundaries.

A prominent goal regarding integration is then that electronic interaction should be the main form of communication:

“In the development of ICT policy is a goal that electronic communication should be the normal way of communicating” (HOD, 2009:135)

Hence, to succeed in solving the ongoing health care challenges, it is important that health care information systems are integrated.
3.0 THEORY

There are several reasons why implementing ICT in health care is challenging. This theory section emphasizes an important aspect of this, particularly related to why it is difficult to integrate technology with health care organizations as well as with existing portfolios of information systems (IS). The first part is dedicated to socio-technical perspectives on IS implementation and use in general. The second part narrows the focus on integrated IS in health care and elaborates on expectations, integration mechanisms, and experience in integration. The third and final part suggests a framework for conceptualizing and analysing integrated information systems in health care.

3.1 Socio-technical perspectives on the use of information systems

3.1.1 The complexity of health care work

A key concern in clinical work is to ensure the best possible treatment and care through agreed-upon “best practice” routines. Many of these routines are described in various forms in manuals, procedures and documents, serving as best-practice instructions for novices as well as for more experienced health personnel. However, such descriptions frequently do not manage to cover all the complexities and nuances peculiar to health care work. While the procedures describe explicitly how work is expected to ensure best practice, they do not communicate much about the hidden and tacit tasks people do to accomplish exactly this goal (Berg, 1999; Goorman and Berg, 2000; Plsek and Greenhalgh, 2001). The key issue here is that medical work entails considerable uncertainty about diagnoses as well as about how to treat patients. This makes it essential to understand the patient’s situation and to discuss information and impressions with other health care staff before making decisions on what to do (Xiao, 2005; Berg, 1999), clearly underscoring the distributed nature of health care work:

“Health care work is further characterized by its distributed decision making, by ‘multiple viewpoints’ and by its ‘inconsistent and evolving knowledge bases” (Berg, 1999:91)

As team interactions are not explicitly defined, it is difficult to control and prescribe all aspects of how people do their daily work and their mutual interactions. For instance, when
problems or medical errors occur, such as in cases where a procedure has not been followed
the way it was supposed to be, health care workers manage to work around them or
improvise (Spear, 2005:4). For example, if a patient has accidentally received the wrong
medication, several unplanned ad hoc interventions are performed in order to correct the
deviation from the normal procedure.

“Health care work involves simultaneously dealing with sick individuals, with varying
needs and problems, and with other health care professionals and organizational
units. Standard organizational ‘solutions’ never wholly fit a patient’s individual
problem; and where a standard solution would be appropriate, chances are that it is
not available as such. As a result, health care workers are constantly ‘matching’ one
to the other, matching ‘problem’ to ‘solution’, constantly handling contingencies that
require ad hoc and pragmatic responses” (Berg et al, 2003:298)

Consequently, due to the ambiguity and complexity of work that health care staff
experience, it is difficult to structure the work in purely standardized and rational ways
(Berg, 1999; Berg et al, 2003). This makes it hard to implement formal instructions adequate
to cover all aspects of how the many individuals should coordinate their activities into an
integrated whole (Spear, 2005:2).

Laboratory work clearly falls into the category of health care work as distributed processes
(Atkinson, 1995). Many individuals coordinate their activities both within the various
laboratories and with requisitioners in the clinical wards and in the GP practice. Routines and
practices may also vary widely between the different practices (GPs, clinical wards and the
different laboratories). For example, while a GP simply sees a requisition to a microbiology
laboratory, the physicians at the laboratory have a completely different perspective. When
receiving the requisition, the physician at the laboratory will carefully assess it based on the
accompanying clinical information and may decide to order specific analyses from a vast
analysis repertoire. This sometimes takes the analysis process in a completely different
direction than what the GP initially requested. Another example of such variation is how the
object of investigation may be transformed during the analysis process, such as samples sent
for investigation at a pathology laboratory. In the operating theatre, a surgeon might look at
a skin sample. For a pathologist, however, the object of investigation has been transformed
into several thin slices of paraffin-encased samples to be examined closely in a microscope. Accordingly, information should be seen in relation to the context, which implies that the relevant work settings play an important role in the process of understanding the work in question (Berg and Goorman, 1999:53).

3.1.2 Designing ICT for health care organizations

Due to the large gap between expectations and results of the many ICT projects in health care, it seems reasonable that one cannot (or should not) focus solely on the technical aspects of ICT implementations. What is needed is a more nuanced approach (Goodhue et al 1992), where it is acknowledged that the health care field is built upon a large number of different and complex work practices as well as diverse technologies and architectures.

However, as implementation usually results in major challenges in aligning the web of social and technical artefacts, when technologies are introduced in organizations, it is important to look more closely at the process of creating these solutions. What typically occurs is that decision makers, project leaders or developers define the product they want developed without paying sufficient attention to those destined to use the systems. Kaplan and Harris-Salamone (2009) explain:

“Some projects are undertaken for reasons other than need for the project: because requirements come down from the top, or because the project was simple to do, or because developers like the people who want the project” (Kaplan and Harris-Salamone, 2009:295)

During the planning, project managers or ICT developers draw on their previous experiences of engaging with different technologies to show how they intend the technology to be used (Orlikowski, 2008:291) rather than reflecting on ideas that users have contributed. Designers define actors with specific tastes and competence and may assume technology will evolve in particular ways (Akrich, 1992:208). ICT designers thus make assumptions about the world in which the new system is supposed to function, as emphasized by Akrich (1992):

“A large part of the work of innovators is that of “inscribing” this vision of (or prediction about) the world in the technical content of the new object. I will call the end product of this work a “script” or a “scenario.” The technical realization of the
innovator’s beliefs about the relationships between an object and its surrounding actors is thus as attempt to predetermine the settings that users are asked to imagine.” (Akrich, 1992:208)

However, these “scripts” do not always capture what users actually need. Examples of problematic scenarios might be systems that distract users from their core work when “users have to ‘visit’ different windows to accomplish a task” (Berg et al, 1998:247). Instead, many projects are too ambitious, involving plans for large-scale organizational changes:

“On the other hand, if a health information system tries to change too much this brings with it a risk of failure and, the more you change, the greater this risk” (Heeks, 2006:128)

These are typically changes where neither decision-makers nor users have a complete overview. Consequently, there is a need to explore in greater depth and try to understand what actually goes on within the many health care settings, rather than using external sources and top management to initiate change programmes that probably will not work. As stated by Atkinson (1995):

“In attempting to understand a cultural domain such as medicine it is often necessary to acquire some degree of “insider” knowledge” (Atkinson, 1995:18)

Other projects tend to escalate and hence induce more complexity, involving many different actors with various interests. As a consequence of the many and diverse interests, it becomes difficult to coordinate projects and work towards shared goals:

”There is a complex picture of the actors involved, with many stakeholders and imbalances of power between them. The ICT field in the health sector is fragmented. The field is characterized by a large number of players with different agendas, unclear definitions of roles and responsibilities, and a lack of national administrators who are in charge of the development in the sector” (HOD, 2009:134)

The shortcomings in traditional system design processes are that insufficient attention is paid to socio-technical perspectives, since those who develop the requirements are not the same people as those who do the actual design. In addition, those who order new
information technologies are not necessarily the same people as those who will work with them (Berg, 1998:458). The information the designers have to rely on is usually provided through interviews, surveys, questionnaires or protocol analyses (Hess et al, 2008:32).

Although Suchman’s (1987) study of situated action has influenced designers to pay attention to ethnography, it has not yet been fully deployed in system design (Crabtree et al, 2009:879). Developers’ knowledge of the future information system therefore represents only a limited model of the work practice, rather than a complete picture of it. In this sense, the designers are forced to rely on incomplete information such as “the flow of work, the sequencing of tasks, the hierarchy of responsibility and control, and so forth” (Berg, 1998:458), rather than a full understanding of the work itself. As a result, information systems implementations often have unintended consequences (Ash et al, 2004; Harrison et al, 2007), and therefore one can never fully predict what the new system will deliver. The unintended consequences may be serious and dramatic:

“A CT examination revealed a cancer that had spread, which is a serious finding. A message was sent to the doctor, but because the doctor was a substitute, the message arrived in the in-tray of the physician in charge of the department. There were already large quantities of email in the in-tray, and the test result was never forwarded because the computer program made it possible to sign the test result without the doctor actually having seen it. The cancer spread and the patient died.” (Schreurs, 2011)

Since many projects may lead to unintended and paradoxical results, it is difficult to keep them on a steady course (Hanseth and Ciborra, 2007). Another factor causing unintended consequences is the high degree of mutual dependencies between various information systems in play. Ellingsen and Monteiro (2005) explain:

“Therefore, half-way into the implementation it was discovered that completely replacing PAS [the patient administration system] was extremely risky as many of the existing systems would stop working because they especially depended on functionality provided by the PAS system (searching records, reimbursement functionality, different codes, reports, etc.)” (Ellingsen and Monteiro, 2005:270).
A strategy for dealing with the unintended consequences might be the design of conceptual models of the unintended consequences (Harrison et al, 2007:543). As long as the integration involves social and technical artefacts, as they do in the context of health care information technologies (HIT), they will both play a role in shaping the outcomes. In order to spot the unfolding consequences of the socio-technical interactions, “managers, designers, clinicians, and researchers need to carefully track HIT-in-use throughout implementation” (ibid: 547). In sum, it is fair to say that IS implementations should be based on a socio-technical approach (Anderson, 1997) where both technical and organizational elements are closely intertwined (Mumford, 1994; Mumford, 1983; Leonard-Barton, 1988). That is, when information systems are integrated with social settings, they do more than deliver improved health care - they also affect the patterns of practice (Anderson, 1997:87).

3.1.3 The user role in ICT development

Even though social factors such as user participation are increasingly considered important in ICT development, it is still common to delimit the users’ role as information providers rather than participants with real influence (Millerand and Baker, 2010). The traditional design strategy demands functional requirements to be clear-cut and detailed, so computer scientists can focus fully on fulfilling these requirements efficiently, smoothly, and aesthetically (Berg, 1998:458). More concretely, the developers ask for the users’ specification of the success and failure criteria (Maciaszek, 2007) as well as what users expect the system to do. However, since system developers do not do health care work themselves, but rather make assumptions about how the new system is supposed to be used, their product might not fully cover the needs of the users. In this sense, there might be conflicts between designers and users regarding the correct thing to do. The consequence is emerging gaps between users and designers (Hess et al, 2008; Suchman, 2002; Lyttinen et al, 2006) in which the realities of system development become obscured (Suchman, 2002:141). For instance, as previously described, one cannot take it for granted that users actually use the systems the way they were intended to be used.

While unsuccessful implementations have many causes, it is still, from a technology-driven point of view, assumed that users have a tendency to reject changes as “users often are seen to suffer from a lack of training as well as a lack of sufficient interest” (Millerand and Baker, 2010:138). However, developers do also generate a set of “best practices”, understanding
that practices can be transferred between contexts. Unfortunately, this tends to ignore the crucial fact that practices are situated and localized actions (Orlikowski, 2002), and knowing in practice is an “ongoing social accomplishment, constituted and reconstituted as actors engage the world in practice” (ibid:249).

Furthermore, even though developers try to be objective, they still make assumptions about how they predict the systems will be used, which might also be different from what the users expect. Thus, if the users do not use the systems as intended, the outcomes of such scenarios will be difficult to foresee (Wears and Berg, 2005). Therefore, in order to achieve a more socio-technical understanding of ICT implementations, decision makers as well as system developers must look more deeply into how technologies intervene with the complexity of the existing work situations. If system designers are not familiar with the work situations, the systems have less chance of being successfully implemented, and the designers will have less insight into the organizational consequences of the system. As Wears and Berg (2005) argue, lack of self-insight may be a core problem for system developers:

“In addition, this lack of self-insight is the fundamental reason why system developers cannot objectively evaluate the systems they have developed. No matter how much they may try to be objective, the very process of development and refinement has created in them hidden assumptions about “the way things work” that make it impossible for them to envision some of the ways in which things might go wrong when users who do not share those assumptions interact with the system” (Wears and Berg, 2005:1262-1263)

Even though traditional system design is often not successful in terms of integrating users in the design process of technology, there are also initiatives that reflect a contrasting way of thought. In particular, the participatory design research community (see, for instance, Schuler and Namioka, 1993; Bjerknes and Bratteteig, 1995; Kensing and Blomberg, 1998; Hartswood et al, 2000) is strongly committed to exploring the different roles users have (and should have) in design. In participatory design, user involvement is argued to be a precondition for making good solutions (Schuler and Namioka, 1993) as it is the skills, experiences, and interests of the users which are considered to make the system useful and well integrated into the work practices (Kensing and Blomberg 1998).
“Participatory Design is a maturing field of research and an evolving practice among design professionals. PD researchers explore conditions for user participation in the design and introduction of computer-based systems at work” (Kensing and Blomberg, 1998:167)

There are many reasons why users should participate. First of all, users and designers have different practice, which means that they belong to different communities of practice (Bødker and Iversen, 2002:12). Secondly, users should also participate because new information systems may create new work practices (ibid:12). Hence, to reduce the chances of mismatches between user requirements and what is designed, users should participate in order to increase the likelihood of sustainable systems.

A key issue in ICT projects is to keep track of many different systems, users and vendors. Law (1987) uses the notion of heterogeneous engineers as a way to capture the challenges of those who coordinate all the necessary activities. This might be a key role for users in the future:

“It is [...] fundamental problem faced by system builders: how to juxtapose and relate heterogeneous elements together such that they stay in place and are not dissociated by other actors in the environment in the course of the inevitable struggles” (Law, 1987:117)

Since it is challenging to integrate technology in health care organizations, it is important to go beyond purely technical issues and pay more attention to users. Rather, we have to continually go back and forth between the designer and the user and in this sense look more closely into how diversities, heterogeneities, as well as technology and humans are related to each other.

3.1.4 ANT - Conceptualizing the relationship between technology and organizations

While designers and managers claim that they take organizational issues into account in IS implementation projects, there is a clear tendency to split development and implementation projects into technical (cf. the section above) and organizational issues, and therefore treat these two as separate entities. A striking example was a recent bid for tender process in
several of the Norwegian university hospitals, where the hospitals established different working groups to target different areas. One group was supposed to focus on technical infrastructural issues; one group was dedicated to functionality and user needs, and so on. Dividing a task in this manner creates an artificial boundary between the different domains and subsequently requires substantial coordination between the different groups involved in large-scale acquisition and implementation projects.

However, the explicit division between social and technical issues not only comes to the fore in practical project work; it reflects a broader discourse in the Science and Technology Studies (STS) research literature on which factors are driving change in organizations and more broadly in society. At the extreme points, one finds the notion of “social constructions” and “technological determinism” respectively. Social Construction of Technology (SCOT) emphasizes that social groups interpret the same technology differently where the technology has little influence. Pinch and Bijker (1984:411-412) describe how a multi-directional model can be used to illustrate why some artefacts die and some survive. However, SCOT has been criticized as insufficient, because it views society as being composed of groups (Klein and Kleinman, 2002:30). In addition, the interpretative flexibility may be seen as consisting of endless options as there will always be groups that do not participate in design processes (Williams and Edge, 1996:867).

In contrast, from a technological determinism perspective there is a clear relationship between cause and effect, where it is assumed that technology will cause a given organizational outcome. The technological determinism view is often found in communities dedicated to technical activities, for instance among software vendors and consultants (Grant et al, 2006). The core of the perspective is that social groups have little influence on the outcome of technology, as technology is a powerful agent of change. Hence, it is expected that technology will lead to cost savings and increased profits regardless of organizational contexts (Grant et al, 2006; Davenport, 1998; Buckhout et al, 1999; Trunick, 1999). In this sense, the technological determinism perspective is reflected in management literature, where ICT is viewed as a key enabler for implementing change in organizations where the effects may be anticipated as a given in advance. See, for instance, Hammer (1990), who argues that:
"We should ‘reengineer’ our businesses: use the power of modern information technology to radically redesign our business processes in order to achieve dramatic improvements in their performance" (Hammer, 1990:104)

However, neither a purely social construction nor a technological determinism perspective takes us very far in understanding and conceptualizing the role ICT plays in organizations (Orlikowski and Iacono 2001). It is more fruitful to take a middle position, acknowledging that both technical and social aspects drive change processes in organizations in various ways. Along these lines, Orlikowski (2007) argues that organizations and materiality are interrelated.

“[Instead,] the social and the material are considered to be inextricably related — there is no social that is not also material and no material that is not also social” (Orlikowski, 2007:1437)

The key point is that technical and social issues are inseparable and need to be dealt with as an integrated whole. Actor-Network-Theory (ANT) is a useful conceptualization of the relationship between the technical and the social (Latour, 1987; Latour, 1991; Law, 1992; Monteiro, 2000; Walsham, 1997).

“ANT deals with the social-technical divide by denying that purely technical or purely social relations are possible. [...] ANT considers both social and technical determinism to be flawed and proposes instead a socio-technical account" (Tatnall and Gilding, 1999:957-958)

ANT assumes that the world is constituted by a heterogeneous network of actors (Latour, 1987; Law, 1992; Monteiro, 2000; Walsham, 1997), in which humans, artefacts, manuals, norms, routines and organizational arrangements all shape the network. Each of the actors has “interests” and each will act in accordance with these to achieve their own individual goal. According to Latour (1987), “interests” lie between the actors and their goals, creating a tension that will make actors select only what, among many possibilities, helps them reach these goals in their own eyes. The actors in a network may include users, project participants, existing systems, practices, and so forth. In order to make technology work in
organizations, it is important to take into account all the different actors and factors that exercise an influence on the network (Law, 1987).

An example illustrating such mutual dependencies between the actors in an actor network is provided by Aanestad (2003), who observed what happened after the introduction of a camera into an operating theatre. According to Aanestad’s (2003) findings, the camera was an actor that changed the whole network configuration in both planned and unplanned ways:

“The camera acquired its status as an actor in the network by being delegated the role as the receivers’ “eyes and ears”. This defined its capacity for action as relational and dynamic, changing with different configurations of the network. [...] Due to this relational and dynamic character of the camera’s capacity for influence, the effects of introducing the camera were only possible to identify at a network level, as composite effects or displacement of the whole network” (Aanestad, 2003:18)

Here, Aanestad (2003:18) writes that the camera “acquired its status as an actor” and it is relevant to ask under which conditions one piece of technology (or a user for that matter) is an actor. This may depend on the focus of the analysis and perspective chosen as well as on the degree to which it is possible for a given technology to influence the network (Law, 1987: 131).

A key point in ANT is how networks become stabilized or aligned, that is, when a stable relationship emerges between the actors in the network. This can be compared to the implementation of an integrated ICT system, where during the process of implementation, there are various degrees of differences in opinions and strategies among the project participants. However, when the project is terminated, either successfully or unsuccessfully, one may say that some alignment has been achieved. During the process towards alignment, the actors negotiate with each other and translate each other’s interests. Translation refers to the process where interests are negotiated, since different actors may have diverse sets of interests (Monteiro, 2000, Hanseth and Monteiro, 1997). The translation process generates ordering effects (Law 1992) and involves re-interpreting, representing or appropriating others’ interests to one’s own (Monteiro, 2000:77). This also includes technical actors.
“And when they [translations] are embodied in texts, machines, bodily skills and the rest, the latter become their support, their more or less faithful executive” (Callon, 1991:143)

Inscription reflects this process and refers to the way technical artefacts embody patterns of use (Monteiro, 2000). The main goal is to inscribe what was made in the translation process into the system. The inscription includes programs of action for the users, and it defines the roles that users are imagined to play. According to Akrich (1992), technical objects embody and measure a set of relations between heterogeneous elements. The technology embodies the beliefs, practices, and relations, etc. of the society from which it emerges. In this sense, the technical objects participate in the building of heterogeneous networks that bring together actors of all types and sizes, no matter whether they are human or nonhuman (Akrich, 1992). If a component is removed from a system, this will influence the whole system, as the alternation will cause other artefacts in the system to change. What is crucial, however, is that the inscribed patterns of use may not succeed, because the actual use deviates from them. This also reflects the issues of complexity and design challenges mentioned previously.

3.2 Towards integrated information systems

3.2.1 Expectations of integrated information systems in health care

Given the distribution and the fragmentation experienced in health care work, there are many expectations related to what integrated information systems can do in this regard – not related only to specific laboratories, but also to the health care sector in general. Such expectations are not particularly new. In the early days of information systems, many projects were aimed at improving integration and collaboration (see, for instance, Lipkin et al, 1961; Slack et al, 1966). The IFIP/IMIA Working Conference on Hospital Information Systems held in Cape Town in South Africa in 1979 debated how technology could contribute to a shared hospital information system (Giuse and Kuhn, 2003:106).

More recently, many Western countries have incorporated integrated ICT as part of their national action plans. For instance, the Norwegian action plan “more health for each bIT” from 1997 outlined visions of integrating different ICT-based systems to make the
information flow more seamless (SHD, 1996). The initiative was continued in the action plan “Si@!” from 2001, where it was stated that electronic interaction will “improve information exchange and cooperation between the various players in health and social sector” (SHD, 2001a:22). In 2004, the Norwegian Ministry of Social Affairs and the Norwegian Ministry of Health launched another e-health initiative, called “Te@mwork 2007“, which aimed at promoting improved electronic interaction in the health and social sectors:

“A comprehensive focus on the priority areas of information and computing technology (ICT) is regarded by many as the most effective measure for improving quality and effectiveness in the health and social sector” (SHD, 2005:4)

Accordingly, it was expected that technical infrastructure and information structures as well as improved exchange of electronic messages would contribute to a more efficient electronic information flow. Similarly, in 2008, the action plan Samspill 2.0 [Teamwork 2.0] stated:

“The goal is clear. Today, 80% of health care interaction is paper-based and 20% is electronic. We have to turn this around. Within three years, 80% of the most important communication between collaborating partners in the health care services must be routed electronically” (SHD, 2008:7)

As in Norway, integration projects have been established in several other Western countries. In the UK, the National Health Service (NHS) has invested large amounts of money to build a modern ICT infrastructure (Cross, 2006; Avison and Young, 2007). Run by the government agency “NHS, Connecting for Health”, the aim was to “create the most comprehensive electronic health records infrastructure of any healthcare system” (Cross, 2006:599). Accordingly, the NHS National Programme for IT (NPfiT) implied that 30 000 GPs and 270 emergency, community, and mental health institutions should be able to access health care information whenever needed (ibid:599). Similar initiatives for improving interactions between health care institutions have also been initiated in other Western regions, such as Scotland (see Jones et al 2008), the United States (see Singer 2009), and Canada:

“By seamlessly and electronically linking all points of care across geographic borders, ICTs would make the health system more accessible and efficient. The right health
care provider would be in the right place at the right time, to achieve the best possible outcome” (Pascal, 2000:22)

Health care managers, too, have many expectations regarding integration. Recently, in Oslo, four large hospitals were merged and were renamed the Oslo University Hospital (OUH). Here, integration was considered crucial for improving efficiency and for establishing a shared management and budget. It was assumed that the new hospital would communicate seamlessly and would manage information about patients, independent of which system information had been stored at information stored at the former hospitals. Such ambitions related to integration are also described in the medical informatics research literature, for example:

“An electronic, interconnected regional infrastructure represents the rational approach to handling the volume and specificity of health-related information required to efficiently deliver optimal care, particularly in information-intensive specialties such as internal medicine” (Adler-Milstein et al, 2007:61)

Improved integration between information systems is also intended to simplify work for health staff and help them to access necessary information faster. Integrated systems should also provide the staff with a complete picture of a patient’s medical history at the point of treatment and care:

“Since healthcare practitioners would be able to view a patient’s relevant medical history, they would be better positioned to offer more effective and efficient treatment, and could spend more quality time with the patient. Contrast this with the current situation, where medical practitioners have access, if at all, to a partial or inaccurate patient history and may recommend a course of treatment that could potentially be life-threatening” (Tsiknakis et al, 2002:5)

In other words, since integration improves the transfer of discharge letters and the ordering of laboratory and radiological examinations (Tsiknakis et al, 2002:11), as well as improving the overview of the patient’s medical information (Liu et al, 2001), the aim of integration is that multiple information sources can be “accessed seamlessly from a single point of end-user interaction” (Boochever, 2004:16).
3.2.2 Technical integration mechanisms

In technical terms, integration refers to the interconnection of different information systems. The integration mechanisms imply that messages can be transferred electronically through a number of exchange protocols for standardized character-based messages (Hutchison et al, 1996), such as “Messages for Exchange of Clinical Laboratory Information”, “Request and Report Messages for Diagnostic Services Departments” and “Messages for Patient Referral and Discharge” (Ibid:29).

Several integration mechanisms have been developed, and each of them targets different layers for the technical infrastructure – from low-level integration such as database schema integration and middle-level integration such as Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) and Web services to high-level integration such as Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) (Sahay et al, 2007). One of the integration mechanisms in health care that is most frequently used at present is Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), which has been important for conducting business-to-business transactions for more than two decades Narayanan, 2009:121). EDI has been used to exchange information structures such as orders, invoices and prescriptions (Hanseth and Aanestad, 2003:388). The EDI mechanism has also played an important role in implementing the exchange of routine messages, including laboratory results and discharge letters (Hanseth et al, 2006:568-569).

In recent years, Web service technologies have also been implemented to overcome interoperability problems among systems (Dogac et al, 2006). While both CORBA and Web services are used to make health care data available for other information systems, Web services are far more extensively used than CORBA (Cruz-Correia et al, 2007:8). In this sense, Web services are widely used to “wrap and expose existing resources and provide interoperability among diverse applications” (Dogac et al, 2006:322). Web services have also been supported by major IT vendors through their commercial platforms such as Microsoft’s .NET and SUN’s J2EE (Shen et al, 2007:316).

“Web services allow for seamless integration of disparate applications representing different and, at times, competing standards. [...] Web services will extend the healthcare enterprises by making their own services available to others” (Dogac et al, 2006: 322)
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) also holds great promise as a way of dealing with fragmented systems in the health care sector (Omar and Taleb-Bendiab, 2006). SOA is advantageous for integrating heterogeneity and systems distributed over various locations, as it can “bridge clinical and related administrative entities with improved flexibility regardless of platform and physical location” (Vasilescu and Mun, 2006:94). In order to implement and deliver SOA platforms, Web service technologies provides a useful foundation (Fox et al, 2009:131). An example of an SOA-based integration platform used to integrate heterogeneous EPR systems is “Plug and Play Electronic Patient Records” (PPEPR) (Sahay et al, 2008:2298). Based on Web services, PPEPR can mediate the messages being transferred between various and heterogeneous EPR systems (Fox et al, 2009:134), a helpful approach to overcome interoperability.

Portal systems are another strategy to overcome interoperability problems. Here users can efficiently perform tasks that require access to information that resides in multiple disparate systems. Portal systems also offer patients access to health information, services and clinical care online (Weingart et al, 2006:91). For health administrations, portal systems are helpful to integrate related information (Bernstein and Haas, 2008:76). Portal systems allow users to share information via the Web, which enables health care workers to access health status, patient conditions, and prescribed treatments (Wakefield et al, 2010:470). An advantage of framing systems into a portal framework is that it allows the health care institutions to maintain their old IS portfolio. This is increasingly important since many health care institutions have invested huge amount of money in large-scale information systems (EPRs, laboratory systems, patient administrative systems, etc.), and the costs associated with replacing these would be enormous. Accordingly, portal solutions may be an economical and sensible strategy, which was reflected in the role such solutions were intended to play in the merger of the four large hospitals in Oslo (Amundsen, 2011:43).

3.2.3 Standardization – a condition for integration

Standardization is related to integration in several ways. Standardization is considered a condition for integration to enable harmonization of technical interfaces and infrastructures as well as organizational routines:
“Full-scale electronic interaction requires escalation and standardization of the electronic health care infrastructure as well as a growing number of services provided by the Norwegian Health Network” (HOD, 2009:136)

A well-known standard essential for interconnecting disparate applications in the health care field is the messaging technology HL7 (Health Level 7). HL7 was originally accredited by the American National Standards Institute and has for more than two decades been an important standard for the exchange of health care information (Kush et al, 2008:1738). One of HL7’s benefits is to “improve care delivery, optimize work flow, reduce ambiguity, and enhance knowledge transfer among all of its stakeholders” (ibid: 1739). It is more widely used than middleware solutions such as DCOM and CORBA (Cruz-Correia et al, 2007:8).

Another important standard that has influenced integration in health care is Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine (DICOM) (Bidgood et al, 1997). Compared to proprietary file formats and transfer protocols, the DICOM standard is advantageous as it improves interoperability, asynchronous communication and integrity (Vossberg et al, 2008:145). The DICOM standard is suitable for exchanging data between the various imaging systems of different vendors (PACS and RIS systems), as well as for ensuring that images as well as messages are identified and matched to their origin.

Since open Internet standards such as HTTP, Extensible Markup Language (XML), Web Service Description Language (WSDL) and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) provide possibilities for utilizing Web services, these integration mechanisms are more suitable for connecting heterogeneous information systems than middleware technologies such as DCOM and CORBA solutions, which are more dependent on single-vendor implementations (Cruz-Correia et al, 2007:8). Utilizing the open Internet standards enables data to be shared more easily across various EPR implementations, overcoming interoperability issues.

In health care, it has been common to use the Extensible Markup Language (XML) to connect data from multiple sources. In XML, variations in information content can be handled, in which makes it very flexible. The XML is therefore an “interesting format for integrating information across systems with differing representations of data” (Bernstein and Haas, 2008:76). XML is increasingly being used for transferring data between systems in health care today. For example, the Norwegian Centre for Informatics in Health and Social Care
(KITH) has implemented XML for various types of messages, including radiology and laboratory requisitions, referrals, discharge letters and results from radiology departments and laboratories (KITH, 2009).

Other related initiatives have been to standardize Electronic Health Records (EHR) through the standards CEN TC251, ISO TC215 and GEHR (Dogac et al, 2006:323). In addition, the Norwegian health authorities have also worked on installing identical information systems and EPR within the same health care enterprises to increase interoperability among the hospitals in each region (Ellingsen and Monteiro, 2008:226). The choice of standardized systems is often strategically related (ibid), as these systems are helpful in simplifying and coordinating tasks (Sahay, 2003:5). For example, many firms establish global strategies (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 2000) for gaining efficiency, and standardized systems can be treated as “a single integrated market based on similarities rather than differences” (Sahay, 2003:5).

Standardization is also reflected in attempts to standardize work processes and treatment of care. Since the literature illustrates that health care suffers not only from heterogeneous systems but also from heterogeneous patterns of care (Rozich et al, 2004), it is assumed that standardized work processes will lead to better patient treatment. Through the aim of increasing efficiency and reduce costs, there have been many initiatives for defining “best practices”, for instance evidence-based medicine, which is supposed to integrate individual clinical expertise with the best available external evidence from systematic research (Grimson, 2001:114; Ferlie and Shortell, 2001).

An expressed benefit from standardization is that work procedures and patient pathways become more predictable. Further, by standardizing outputs, the consequences of the work are standardized, and when skills and knowledge are standardized, different people know what to expect from each other (Glouberman and Mintzberg, 2001). Hence, standardization efforts may also contribute to a clearer overview and better planning of the treatment and care process.

As standardization of work processes is also related to well-functioning integrated solutions, it is expected that standardization will eliminate fragmentation, overlaps, and redundancy in work processes:
“It is a goal of the National ICT initiative that the processes in the secondary health care system should be standardized. Areas where standardized processes can provide large benefits are standardized patient care in the systems, professional guidelines, and system configuration for receiving and handling referrals (Nasjonal IKT, 2010:14)

Examples of further readings on standardization of work and routines include Pedersen et al, 2011; Ellingsen et al, 2007; Timmermans and Berg, 1997.

3.2.4 Experience and status of the many integration projects

As this thesis is limited to health care, the experience of integration elaborated on in this section is related to health care projects. However, there are many other fields where similar experience and problems may be found. In this sense, the findings are generally applicable to other type of organizations as well.

A number of integration projects in health care have been run in Western countries, not at least in the Norwegian health care sector. Some of these are electronic prescription (KITH, 2004), message-based interaction (KITH, 2008), and portal systems where health staff can access clinical information from heterogeneous information sources (OUS, 2009). Despite great efforts to establish seamless care, integration in health care is still far behind expectations. An illustration from the Norwegian media is illuminating:

”It is quite shocking that hospitals are not able to interact electronically” (Lundh, 2008)

The problem is also recognized on the Governmental level:

”Even though Electronic Patient Journals have been established, they do not communicate very well. [...] Although the Norwegian Health Network has resulted in communication among many actors, the potential services and communication possibilities are not utilized. The numbers of actors connected are also too low” (HOD, 2009:134)

Comparable issues have also emerged in Denmark. Here, successful experiences associated with ICT implementation in the public sector are the exception rather than the rule
(Finansministeriet, 2010), where the project suffers from budget overruns of 40 per cent and time delays of 75 per cent compared to the planned project schedule. It is no surprise then that Finansministeriet (2010) paints a gloomy picture of the situation:

“There are several examples of unfortunate interactions between government customers, vendors and consulting houses. The relationship between councils and suppliers is often characterized by mistrust and mutual recriminations. The experience in many agencies is that vendors promise more than they can deliver. (Finansministeriet:10)

One explanation for the slow progress in integration issues is that different information systems have been built on heterogeneous sources over long periods of time (Mykkänen et al, 2003:173). In addition, developers have for many years used different programming models, naming concepts, and so forth during the design, which has resulted in a myriad of different technologies and platforms. Still, this is only the tip of the iceberg. Unfulfilled expectations seem to be more the rule than the exception. Avison and Young (2007:71) reported how the Wessex Regional Health Authority had a vision of using ICT to link every ward, surgery and district nurse in the mid-1980s. The £3.3 million mainframe purchased for the project was not used until its value had declined by over 75%, as clinicians had problems accepting it (ibid:71). Another ICT blunder took place in the late 1980s, when hundreds of millions of pounds were invested in installing IT systems in most UK hospitals (ibid:71). In both these projects, cultural and organizational differences between the organizations and the IT systems turned out to be much more serious and influential than initially expected in the planning phase.

Similar issues are also surfacing in a Norwegian context. After major delays, the portal system project at the Oslo University Hospital turned out to be a resounding failure. After being terminated in May 2011, the project had spent approximately NOK 160 million, which is probably just the tip of the iceberg. In retrospect it was argued that the time schedule as well as the overall complexity of the project was seriously underestimated (Amundsen, 2011:43) and the hospital could not afford to spend more money to complete the project (Moe, 2011). Although the portal project was intended to reduce operating costs, the project resulted in increased costs for the hospital.
Comparable challenges emerged on an even grander scale in the enormous NHS national programme for information technology (NPfIT). Launched in April 2005, this programme was aimed to link more than 30,000 GPs to nearly 300 hospitals by 2014 (BBC News, 2006). According to media reports, the project has not yielded any benefits for patients so far:

"It is perfectly clear that throwing more money at the problem will not work. [...] This turkey will never fly and it is time the Department of Health faced reality and channelled the remaining funds into something useful that will actually benefit patients. The largest civilian IT project in the world has failed" (Health Direct, 2011)

The NHS’s initial plan was to create one comprehensive system of patient records, but the goal has not been achieved. Instead, the initiative has been reduced to a patchwork of different systems across the country, and it will be very costly to make them compatible with each other (Curtis, 2011). As a result, the project had to tone down the grand visions and ambitions considerably:

"The NHS is now getting far fewer systems than planned despite the department paying contractors almost the same amount of money. This is yet another example of a department fundamentally underestimating the scale and complexity of a major IT-enabled change programme (Curtis, 2011)

Another large-scale integration project is the 30 million Euro ePrescription project in Norway, which started in 2004. The initial goal was to establish faster handling of prescriptions with fewer medical errors (Larsen and Ellingsen, 2010:98). Both doctors and patients saw the positive potential of the e-prescription initiative. For doctors, the project should enable them to do work of higher quality and to spend less time and effort on writing prescriptions. For patients, their prescriptions could be distributed to any pharmacy, an option that made their choices far more flexible. However, as reported through several studies, the goals differed substantially between the authorities and the physicians. The first version of the system was discarded and a completely new version had to be built up from the ground (ibid: 99).

The projects mentioned above are just a few examples of many ICT projects that have gone wrong in the sense of not being used as intended, being delayed, exceeding the budget, or
being stopped (Heeks, 2006; Hanseth and Ciborra, 2007). However, the result should not come as a surprise. Anderson (1997:90) wrote more than a decade ago that studies indicated that half of all ICT systems fail. Similarly, during the 1990s Paré and Elam (1998:331) wrote that “Research shows that many health care institutions have consumed huge amounts of money and frustrated countless people in wasted efforts to implement information systems”. Heeks et al (1999) also argue that there are more failures than successes. According to newer research reported by Kaplan and Harris-Salamone (2009:291), the failure rate was 40%; rates as high as 75% were reported by Littlejohns et al (2003:860) as well as by Wears and Berg (2005:1261). Regarding sustainability, the current approach has drawbacks:

“Although interoperability seems to hold great societal benefit, it still might not be possible to implement it sustainably under the current approach” (Adler –Milstein et al, 2007:61)

In relation to the slow development of standards (i.e. the condition for integration), it is also argued that standardization attempts may result in several alternative standards, not only one (Fleck, 1994; Pollock et al, 2007). Further, standardization (i.e. at the global level) is also difficult as it may conflict “with the need for flexibility at the “local” level” (Sahay, 2003:5), which makes the question of how much to standardize relevant. Other challenging issues are that standards do not address meaningful cooperation of functions of different software components.

“The problem faced is partly to find an arrangement that would serve the needs of all countries and different stakeholders. But more difficult has been to find a solution which can easily replace the installed base of multiple national and institutional systems at a reasonable cost and risk” (Hanseth and Lyytinen, 2004:234)

Another factor preventing the benefits of standardization is that standards are often developed faster than the vendors’ ability to adapt their software (HOD, 2009:134). For instance, the “Health Level 7” (HL) has not been adapted as planned (Smith and Ceusters, 2006). Although HL7 was intended to support standardization, health care software that is commercially available still does not comply with large portions of HL7. Similarly, the usefulness of EDI has been questioned:
“However, even after more than 25 years of use of EDI in various industries, the literature is still inconclusive regarding the benefits gained from its usage.” (Ahmad and Schroeder, 2001:16)

3.3 Information infrastructures – a framework for integration

The previous section on experience clearly suggests that a broader approach to integration projects is needed. Along these lines, several studies have increasingly highlighted the need for an alternative socio-technical approach to integration (see Ellingsen and Monteiro, 2006; Ellingsen and Monteiro, 2003; Hartswood et al, 2003). A major reason is that the effects of the current integration initiatives are low, while the aspirations for integration remain high (Ellingsen and Monteiro, 2006:446). Similarly, Adler-Milstein et al (2007:61) argue that the traditional and current approach to integration does not seem to result in interoperability. However, most ICT projects have been technically oriented.

What appears to be needed is a framework for conceptualizing the design and evolution of large-scale integrated information systems. The notion of information infrastructures (Hanseth and Lyytinen, 2004; Star and Ruhleder, 1996; Bowker and Star, 1999) is a promising concept in this regard. According to Hanseth and Lyytinen (2004:208), information infrastructures are “a shared, evolving, heterogeneous installed base of IT capabilities among a set of user communities based on open and/or standardized interfaces”. Therefore, as outlined by Hanseth and Lyytinen (2004), information infrastructures are composed of various technologies and organizations.

“As a result separate information systems (IS), system functionalities and software tools have over time become integrated into complex ensembles of heterogeneous IT artefacts, which are increasingly connected with and dependent upon one another. Such a complex, evolving and heterogeneous socio-technical system we call here an information infrastructure (II)” (Hanseth and Lyytinen, 2004:208)

When shared communities perform actions, they may draw upon several shared resources, materials and facilities (Hanseth and Braa, 2001; Hanseth and Lundberg, 2001). In this sense, it is difficult to make a clear distinction between the different resources, as they will always somehow be related to each other. In addition, technologies are used differently across
contexts, which imply that communities of practice play an important role in how technologies are implemented and used (Star and Ruhleder, 1996).

While a traditional view of the use of technology tends to make distinctions between technology and use, information infrastructures conceptualize the use of ICT as heterogeneous interplay between socio-technical elements, rather than individual tools (Hanseth and Monteiro, 1998). Bowker and Star (1999) also emphasize how information infrastructures are a relational concept, meaning that various artefacts, routines and people are inseparable, hence mutually dependent on each other.

The existing (or old) infrastructure in an organization is called the installed base (Hanseth, 1996; Hanseth and Lundberg, 2001; Hanseth and Lyytinen, 2004). An important aspect of the installed base is that it represents not only various technologies, but also social factors, such as human work tasks and various sets of work procedures. Hence, since work practices are organized differently across different contexts (Star and Ruhleder, 1996), an installed base typically involves a complex structure. An information infrastructure is therefore a heterogeneous foundation composed of a variety of socio-technical artefacts (Hanseth and Lundberg, 2001:349).

What is special about the installed base is that it strongly influences how new elements can be implemented (Rønnebeck et al, 2007:1278). Since the installed base is complex, containing many heterogeneous elements, it is not just another concrete tool that can be freely managed as one may see fit (Hanseth, 2002). Rather, it is a dynamic actor in its own right, which makes it impossible for designers and users to have complete control over it (Rønnebeck et al, 2007:1279). Hanseth (2002) describes the growth of this actor - the installed base - as a self-reinforcing process where the installed base achieves momentum as more and more users are attracted to it. In this process, it becomes much harder to change due to its increasing size and complexity. Here Hughes (1987) points that it may take considerable force – or extraordinary circumstances - to change an established momentum. This makes it crucial to take into account the installed base when designing new information systems.

The complexity of the installed base explains why information infrastructures are difficult to control and change (Hanseth and Lyytinen, 2004:212). It is hard to control how diverse sets
of artefacts interact with each other and how they are used, making it difficult to anticipate organizational adaptation (ibid:212). In this sense, information infrastructures can be used as an approach to face heterogeneity rather than to support assumptions that “design can start with a stable and complete set of requirements” (ibid:212). This also implies that an installed base has a large influence on the future development of the infrastructure (Hanseth and Braa, 1998:189), as new systems and old system portfolios must be interoperable in order to maintain sustainable alignments (Ciborra and Hanseth, 1998:310).

An important aspect of an information infrastructure is thus that it evolves slowly and is never designed from scratch, but is rather open to be extended little by little or bottom-up in modular increments:

“[Information infrastructure] is fixed in modular increments, not all at once or globally. Infrastructure is big and complex, thus meaning different things in different contexts. And changes take time and negotiation. That implies that it is never changed from above. A top-down approach is not possible” (Bowker and Star, 1999:35)

Information infrastructures depend on standards (Hanseth and Lundberg, 2001; Hanseth and Lyytinen, 2004). “Standards enable the evolution in scope and functionality, and they are a key means by which the infrastructure is architected and who is inscribed in its development” (Hanseth and Lyytinen, 2004:215). To bridge various infrastructures based on different protocols and standards, standardized gateways are needed for interconnecting different infrastructures for providing some coherent services (ibid:215).

Information infrastructures are open in the sense that they lack borders, thus encompassing continuous growth and evolution (Hanseth and Lyytinen, 2004:215). This also means that information infrastructures have no limit to the number of participants who can participate and contribute to their design. Similarly, there are no limits on their time frame, implying that they can take into account ongoing changes without specific plans and design (ibid).

Exploring information infrastructures in detail reveals great complexity in the work practice and the systems. Typically, the components involved depend on each other, thus contributing to even more complexity (Hanseth and Ciborra, 2007; Boudreau and Robey,
In this regard, Perrow (1984) points out that artefacts involved in an information infrastructure can be loosely or tightly coupled. This means that the degree of dependencies between the various components may vary dramatically in a larger system portfolio. As Page-Jones (1980:101) argues, good design quality is obtained when the coupling is “loose” or minimized, that is “to make modules as independent as possible”. In other words, a well-functioning information infrastructure is achieved when unnecessary dependencies are eliminated (Orton and Weick, 1990:210). In contrast, tight coupling is not desirable as this leads to decreased modularity of the system (ibid: 210). Information infrastructures not only evolve because of technological change, but are at the same time also adaptive to new technologies.

Since information infrastructures reflect the complexity of implementing and using ICT in health care, they also indicate that one should not rely on new technology as the only strategy for addressing the integration challenges in health care. Rather, one should focus on how the installed base can improve or gradually change the current situation, instead of aiming for large-scale replacement of existing technologies.
4.0 RESEARCH SETTING

4.1 The University Hospital of Northern Norway

The University Hospital of Northern Norway (UNN) is owned by the Northern Norway Regional Health Authority (Helse Nord RHF), one of four health authorities in the Norwegian secondary health care system. Currently it employs around 5900 people, making it the largest organization in northern Norway. The hospital is geographically distributed over several locations in Tromsø, Harstad, Narvik and Longyearbyen (UNN, 2009).

The university hospital provides expertise at several levels, including treatment, research, education, and training. Due to the vast geographical distances in the northern part of Norway, UNN tries to exploit the use of telemedicine, e-health and information technology. In line with the government’s reform plan for health care cooperation, UNN has made a great effort to establish seamless collaboration with other institutions (UNN, 2009). The goals are reflected in various organizational initiatives as well as in new ways of establishing cooperation between the different levels in the health care sector.

UNN has seven medical laboratories, which analyse various types of samples received from general practitioners (GPs) and clinical wards at the hospital. This study encompasses the three largest laboratories: the Medical Biochemistry, the Microbiology and the Pathology laboratories.

The Medical Biochemistry laboratory is the largest and performs about two million analyses a year. The Microbiology laboratory has a production of about 160,000 analyses a year on each of the two sections, Bacteriology and Virology. At the Pathology laboratory, the production volume is based on the number of requisitions rather than the number of analyses, totalling approximately 53,000 a year. The majority of the staff members in the laboratories are laboratory technicians, but the laboratories also include physicians, secretaries and other employees.

There are large differences among the work practices at the laboratories. At the Medical Biochemistry laboratory, the analyses in question are usually straightforward: the analysis reflects what the requisitioner orders. For example, if the GP orders a lactate dehydrogenase
(LDH) test, the laboratory performs exactly that and finds out whether the results are outside or within a given reference range. The workflow in the Medical Biochemistry laboratory is highly automatized, where more or less standardized sample tubes are channelled into one of the 30 analysis machines in the laboratory. In contrast, the analysis processes in the Microbiology and the Pathology laboratories are far more complex. Here, the specific analyses to be performed are decided by the laboratory staff after they receive the requisition. In addition to the requisition, the analysis will depend on clinical information provided by the requisitioner, the type of material, and location on the body.

The laboratories at UNN are distributed over several locations in the hospital. Many of the laboratories have also installed a laboratory-specific laboratory information system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laboratory</th>
<th>No. of analyses/requisitions per year</th>
<th>Typical samples</th>
<th>Laboratory system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical Biochemistry</td>
<td>2 000 000 analyses</td>
<td>Blood, Serum</td>
<td>DIPS Lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbiology</td>
<td>326 000 analyses</td>
<td>Urine, Chlamydia, HIV, PCR, hepatitis</td>
<td>SafirLisDeltrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>53000 requisitions</td>
<td>Body parts (skin samples, cancerous tissue, etc.)</td>
<td>Sympathy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Illustrates key characteristics for the laboratories most relevant to the case study.

4.2 General Practitioners

As a part of the diagnostic and treatment process, the GPs in the northern health care region order services from UNN’s laboratories. Most GPs are familiar with the use of electronic patient records (EPR), which has increased in recent years. However, while GPs have received discharge letters electronically for years, they have not been able to order hospital services electronically. In addition, the GPs’ experience in using ICT systems varies widely between GP practices, which are spread geographically over large distances. However, due to the work being invested in establishing the Norwegian health network as well as national collaboration initiatives (such as “Meldingsløftet”, a national programme for messaging in health care), ICT-based communication across primary care and secondary care is increasing.
4.3 Well Diagnostics AS

Well Diagnostics AS was a Norwegian computer software developer located in Tromsø and Oslo. Initially, Well Diagnostics AS was established as a spin-off from the Norwegian Centre of Telemedicine in 2000. Well Diagnostics AS was recognized as a fast-growing company, with growth of 480% from 2000 to 2004. In terms of growth, they were ranked number 117 of 500 technological companies within Europe, the Middle East and Africa. They were also ranked as number 24 among Norwegian companies. According to their corporate vision, the company produces systems aimed to facilitate cooperation and secure exchange of health care information. The company’s core competence is related to secure communication, integration, and design of user interfaces.

In 2007, Well Diagnostics AS was acquired by DIPS ASA, Norway’s largest EPR vendor. Today, Well Diagnostics software is incorporated as part of DIPS ASA’s portfolio, where the product Well Interactor has become DIPS Interactor. Since Well Diagnostics AS had core competence in collaboration, the acquisition was strategically very important for DIPS ASA. By acquiring Well Diagnostics AS, DIPS ASA could deliver a complete integrated software portfolio, supporting not only EPRs, but also integration between systems in primary and secondary care.

4.4 The GiLab project

For many years, inefficient work procedures in the laboratories had been a key concern for the management at UNN. This was related in particular to the complex and manual work processes of receiving, registering and managing the paper requisitions and sample tubes received each day (see figure 4.1). For instance, the staff had to distribute sample materials from the original primary tubes to several secondary tubes manually, since most analysis equipment was not designed for direct analysis of primary tubes. In addition, the medical secretaries who worked at the laboratories had to handle several different types of procedures for registration of the information read manually on the paper requisitions in the many laboratory systems. Against this background, in January 2006, UNN and the vendor Well Diagnostics AS established the GiLab project, where the primary goal was to develop a system to send laboratory requisitions electronically from the GP practices to the hospital.
4.4.1 Expectations of the new system

In order to ensure successful implementation of Well Interactor, a reference group was established consisting of laboratory technicians from UNN, developers from Well Diagnostics AS and personnel from four GP practices. At the first meeting in January 2006, there was high enthusiasm among the group members. They discussed several ideas regarding technical details, graphical user interfaces as well as how to label the many sample tubes with a new type of barcodes. The members agreed that this was a very good product with many advantages. The hospital leadership also had high expectations as they envisioned that paper requisitions would only be 1% within two years of use.

The advantage for the GPs was a simplified work procedure, as they would be able to order analyses directly from their computer screen (see figure 4.2). For the hospital, Well interactor implied reduced work time, since the staff could simply scan one of the received sample tubes and have full access to the e-requisitions, rather than manually entering data from each paper requisition into the laboratory system. In addition, new functionality – such as accessing the status of non-completed requisitions as well as possibilities to add...
supplementary analyses to an ongoing analysis process – was also a part of the new system design.

Figure 4.2: The graphical user interface of Well Interactor installed in the GP practices as well as the new scanning procedure deployed at the pre-analytic receiving unit.

4.4.2 Establishing a pre-analytic receiving unit

While Well Interactor meant simplified work, the project management at UNN had also a goal of reducing the inconsistencies among the many laboratories. In order to use Well Interactor efficiently, as well as to make the information flow between the GPs and the laboratories more streamlined, a pre-analytic receiving unit (Pre-unit) was established as an addition to the GiLab project, with the aim of improving the distribution processes for sample tubes and laboratory requisitions. According to the strategy, the Pre-unit project would result in a “one way in and one way out” solution, where standardized work procedures among the many laboratories would imply that fewer staff members were required. According to the plan, approximately 10 full-time equivalent years would be saved.

After completing some rebuilding work at the Medical Biochemistry laboratory in order to meet the receiving unit’s requirements, UNN also acquired and installed a new distribution robot from Roche in May 2007 to automate the handling of the received sample tubes.
According to the plan, the GiLab project, the pre-analytic receiving unit as well as the distribution robot were to be up and running in May 2007.

4.4.3 The GiLab architecture

Figure 4.3: Illustrates in broad terms the architecture behind the GiLab project.


5.0 METHOD

This method chapter includes three parts. The first part is about the research approach, which describes relevant aspects related to an interpretive research approach. The second part, the data collection, describes in detail how the empirical data has been collected. The third part contains reflections on the research process.

5.1 Research approach

The study was conducted within the framework of an interpretive research tradition (Geertz, 1973; Walsham, 1995a-b; Klein and Myers, 1999), which has gained increasing recognition in information system research in recent years (Walsham, 2006; Klein and Myers, 1999). Since the implementation and use of technology is closely intertwined with social aspects, an interpretive research approach is useful to shed light on the complex process of introducing ICT in organizations (Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991; Walsham, 1995a; Walsham, 2006; Klein and Myers, 1999). A fundamental aspect of interpretive research is the assumption that the knowledge of reality is achieved through social constructions such as “language, consciousness, shared meanings, documents, tools, and other artifacts” (Klein and Myers, 1999:69). This means that many fragments and pieces contribute in sum to an integrated understanding of a phenomenon. This represents the point of departure for all interpretive research, namely the hermeneutic circle:

“We come to understand a complex whole from preconceptions about the meanings of its parts and their interrelationships” (Klein and Myers 1999:71)

Accordingly, the starting point in interpretive research is not to write a predefined hypothesis and rigid research protocols, but rather to start out with an open mind and study what is “out there”. This implies trying to grasp the characteristics and patterns in a concrete setting and trying to understand why and how things happen. In the process, the researcher interprets what happens and tries to understand the meaning of what is going on in the field (Ahrens & Dent, 1998; Denzin, 2001; Dyer & Wilkins, 1991).

There are typically two types of studies associated with interpretive research, namely in-depth case study and ethnographies. Case studies are generally associated with a focus on a single case or a small number of related cases that may later spawn several types of analyses
(Robson, 2002; Eisenhardt, 1989). In comparison, ethnographies are targeted towards producing an in-depth understanding of the social processes that take place in various settings (Forsythe, 1999:129). Furthermore, ethnographies seek to capture, interpret and explain how a group, organization or community lives, experiences and makes sense of their lives and their world. For the purpose of my study, I refer to Klein and Myers (1999:69), who argue that the principal difference between ethnographic studies and case studies is the time spent in the field.

Since this study involves several contexts (general practitioners (GPs), laboratories, vendors and administration boards), it has been important to reflect upon their differences, thus taking into account that human sense making (Kaplan and Maxwell, 2005) may be largely different among contexts. In order to be able to understand these contexts and their differences, the researchers should strive to become familiar with “the everyday behaviors, habits, work routines, and attitudes of the people involved as these people go about their daily business” (ibid:36).

Adopting an interpretive research stance involves the researcher to reject an "objective" account of events and situations, and instead seeking a relativistic understanding of deep structures of phenomena (Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991:5). For this reason, the actual context under study is particularly important, as it paints a picture of the cultural and contextual situations. By understanding the context, the researcher is able to explain how and why current situations emerge (Kaplan and Maxwell, 2005; Klein and Myers, 1999). Interpretive studies thus contribute to insight into the way people understand and relate to certain phenomena (Boland, 1985; Boland, 1991; Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991). For IS projects, this implies that the researcher must always account for the relationship between the context and the new technology to be implemented and must pay careful attention to how the involved “information system influences and is influenced by its context” (Walsham, 1995b: 389; Walsham, 1993:4-5).

Since human sense making is different among participants, multiple stories or narratives of the same sequence of events may appear. Therefore, the researcher should strive to carve out these differences and try to gain an understanding of how and why they are different (Klein and Myers, 1999:72). It follows that there may be contradictions among the many
viewpoints. Klein and Myers (1999) have summarized this point and its implication in the principle of dialogical reasoning, as this:

“Requires sensitivity to possible contradictions between the theoretical preconceptions guiding the research design and actual findings (“the story which the data tell”) with subsequent cycles of revision” (Klein and Myers, 1999:72)

However, contradictions may also be valuable in the sense of enabling researchers to achieve significant insight (Kaplan and Maxwell, 2005; 46). As Orlikowski (1992:412) explains, “contradictions helps us to understand points of tension and instability in organizations and how these may interact to change and transform organizations”, hence shedding light on complex organizational issues.

As the interpretive researcher tries to grasp an understanding of the nuances and peculiarities of organizational work (Kaplan and Maxwell, 2005), the researcher must take into account the process of implementing ICT which is a complex process with many unpredictable events. This has two implications. First, to obtain a sufficient understanding of what is going on, the researcher must spend some time in the field to capture the situation as it emerges and how it changes in unforeseeable ways. Second, as they engage in the field over time, it is quite common that the researcher and the informants influence each other (Maykut and Morehouse, 1994). Therefore it is crucial that researchers reflect on their own role in the study and on how, as research tools, they influence the research (Walsham, 1995a:77).

In this type of research, a broad range of qualitative techniques is in play with the use of multiple sources of evidence (Robson, 2002:178). These multiple information sources may include interviews, participant observations and document analysis (Stoop and Berg, 2003:459).

Conducting research so close to the informants requires researchers to explain how they understand and interpret the data they obtain from the people they observe (Klein and Myers, 1999). Critical reflections on the researcher’s own role are therefore important, because others may interpret the “reality” differently (Klein and Myers, 1999:72). As Forsythe explains, field research is not a simple and straightforward approach and “it takes
talent, training, and practice to become a competent field researcher” (Forsythe, 1999:129). Since the researchers are placed in a situation where knowledge is supposed to be gained over time, and the method demands training and social skills, fieldwork can also provide room for mutual learning and knowledge sharing.

Interpretive research has been criticized for being heavily dependent on the researcher’s interpretation of events, documents and interview materials (Galliers, 1992) and because it is difficult to generalize the findings in the same way as in a positivist research approach where generalizations are made from a small sample to a larger population (Darke et al, 1998). Despite this, the phenomenon studied in one context can still be used to inform other settings (Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991:5), hence contributing to an increased understanding of how ICT interacts with organizations. Interpretive research can also be generalized in the form of concepts, theories, specific implications or rich insights (Walsham, 1995a:79; Walsham, 2006:322). Pushing further, Lee and Baskerville (2003:233) have illustrated that a generalizability framework can be illustrated with four components: from data to description; from description to theory; from theory to description; and from concepts to theory. The findings illustrated through interpretive studies are therefore valuable in many aspects, not only in describing case studies and ethnographies, but also in producing theory.

5.2 The data collection

The research material in this thesis is based on a five-year case study of a health care project aimed at establishing e-requisitions between GPs in northern Norway and the University Hospital of Northern Norway (UNN). The research material involves a substantial amount of data, collected at different laboratory locations. The research material constitutes 48 interviews, 14 meetings, and various documents. In addition, I have taken part in informal conversations, e-mail conversations and phone calls with health personnel at the laboratories, GPs, system developers, and business consultants.

5.2.1 Observations

The majority of the fieldwork has been conducted at three laboratories at UNN, as well as at the pre-analytic receiving unit. This has been supplemented with 10 hours of observations at the GPs and an eight-week summer work period (300 hours) at Well Diagnostics. Figure 5.1 illustrates the observation counted in hours at each location.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Hours spent on fieldwork</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Well Diagnostics AS</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-analytic receiving unit</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical biochemistry laboratory</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathology laboratory</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbiology laboratory</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Practitioners</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>700</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5.1: Hours spent on the fieldwork.*

### 5.2.2 Interviews

In all, I have conducted 48 interviews, of which a few have been conducted with colleagues. The interviews are based on an open-ended structure and lasted approximately 30 – 60 minutes on average, even though some were longer than one hour. The professional background of the persons interviewed varied from laboratory technicians, laboratory physicians, ICT developers, GPs, project leaders, managers and medical secretaries. The table on the next page provides detailed information about the interviews. In all the interviews, I used a tape recorder. After each interview session, I transferred the interviews to my computer, in which they were categorized according to profession and work location. I transcribed each interview immediately after completing it. Many of the interviews were quite extensive, and therefore I usually spent a couple of days transcribing each of them. Table 5.2 on the next page illustrates numbers of interviews according to professions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profession</th>
<th>Number of interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT technicians</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory technicians</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General practitioners</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical secretaries</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital physicians</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project leaders</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT developers</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>48</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5.2: Numbers of interviews*

5.2.3 The data collection in a time perspective

When the GiLab project was launched at the end of 2005, I started to follow the design and development process of Well Interactor. At that time, I also participated in the first meeting and I was introduced to Well Diagnostics AS. Here I was also introduced to the University Hospital of Northern Norway (UNN), where I met physicians, information systems developers and project leaders. While participating in the meetings I became acquainted with the different members from the different institutions. The persons I met in the reference group represented a diverse set of professions, being four GPs, medical secretaries, chief physicians from UNN, laboratory technicians and personnel from the administration board. By listening carefully, I tried to collect as much information I could and started to make notes on the contexts of the meetings. In addition to the reference meetings, I joined the vendor of the system, Well Diagnostics AS, when they undertook an observation tour at the laboratories in February 2006. During the day, when I also was introduced to the members of all laboratories at UNN, I talked to the employees and sketched a preliminary map of the workflow.

In March 2006, the project leader at UNN recommended that I observed work in the hospital laboratories. Accordingly, I spent three days at Medical Biochemistry laboratory, trying to understand how the different analyses were implemented in DIPS Lab, how the analysis
machines and other infrastructure worked, and finally how the various components functioned together.

During the summer of 2006, I was appointed as a summer employee at Well Diagnostics AS. I was hired to prepare a documentation protocol for Well Interactor, the new information system in the GiLab project, as well to develop a presentation to be used for training sessions. In total, I spent 8 weeks working for the company. During this period, I read several technical documents in detail. I also asked questions, which gave me a unique understanding of the vendor’s expectations for the new system. In addition, I had the opportunity to attend various internal meetings, which I do not think would have been possible if I had not been working for the vendor.

In September 2006, I started the third part of my data collection. At this time, the members of the GiLab project were working on the design of the service provider profile (SPP) in which the analysis repertoire would be presented (see figure 4.2 on page 40). When the system entered a pilot phase, I started to visit the different laboratories more frequently to collect data. Since I wanted to document the existing workflow as thoroughly as I could about, I took pictures, talked to people, wrote notes regularly, clarified aspects that were not well defined, and drew sketches illustrating how people worked.

After being in the field for a while, I started to operate more independently. I visited the hospital regularly, carrying out observations and interviews with many people who had different professional backgrounds. During this period, the interviews changed from being well prepared to being more open-ended. This implied that I did not follow any well-defined interview guide. Instead, I became more focused on the problematic areas and concerns raised by the informants, which I could relate to the concepts and theories I was interested in.

When talking to laboratory technicians or physicians during the observation sessions, I wrote notes in an effort to find out and record as much as possible about how they executed the work and how they communicated with each other. I was surprised to see how much healthcare work was based upon ad hoc interactions. The staffs were frequently interrupted by several questions from other staff members. Because I felt uncomfortable using a voice
recorder during the observations, I wrote several notebooks with quotes and figures, which were later categorized together with data from the interviews.

In addition to the hospital observations, I spent some time at two of the pilot GP practices, where I could also talk to medical secretaries. Here too, I had no problems in making appointments with the staff at the GP practice. To make appointments with GPs was challenging, however, because they were very busy. Still, I managed to conduct one interview with a GP at his office. During my work at the research park, I also occasionally met two of the GPs who were participating in the pilot, and I conducted three interviews with them. I also talked to one of the GPs participating in the project at one meeting we had in Trondheim. In addition to the four interviews, I visited or called five more GP practices that were using Well Interactor, to hear about their experience of the system.

5.2.4 Data analysis
Since studies of complex settings tend to create an abundance of information, the researcher naturally needs to structure the data, create overviews, and establish strategies for what to include and what to omit. One can choose from several analysis methods, ranging from using theory as a basis for data analysis to more loosely oriented approaches where the researcher is guided by his or her own assumptions and experiences (Walsham, 2006).

Throughout the fieldwork, from the start to the end, I used different ways of processing and interpreting the data. The data analysis was motivated by the hermeneutic circle (Klein and Myers, 1999), with constant switching between the empirical data and the theory. I have tried to relate my findings to various theoretical concepts that I have read about. I have also experimented with drawing shapes and forms of different settings in an effort to achieve a better overview of the data I had collected. In addition, I discussed my thoughts with colleagues, users and my supervisor as a strategy to make sense of the data.

Later in the process, when I had achieved greater theoretical and practical understanding, I and other PhD students participated in weekly reading groups where we discussed various themes and ideas emerging from the data. In addition, I had regular contact with my supervisor, with whom thoughts and ideas were explored, suggested, discussed and
transformed. Through this process, I was able to "identify themes and gaps, and to strategize how to begin filling those gaps" (Schultze, 2000:12).

The data were organized in accordance with the viewpoint, role and theoretical perspective of the various people involved. For example, I separated users of the systems from decision-makers and managers. I also chose to classify general practitioners and system developers in separate categories. The advantage of doing this was that it was easier for me to identify differences among the groups. This in turn made it easier to relate the data collection to theoretical concepts. In addition, I looked through the data in several phases. This was very helpful, as I could both reflect upon other perspectives of the information that I had overlooked earlier and pay attention to my own understanding and knowledge development. In this way, I could see the interpretations with "new eyes" as time went by. This resulted in an ongoing iterative processing of the empirical material.

Taking the above into account, as well as the process of writing articles, I was still forced to choose and use certain parts of the data while other parts were omitted or put on hold for later use. Here I tend to agree with Miles (1979:593) who claims that “analysis of qualitative data is a mysterious, half-formulated art”. In this sense, it is not easy to formulate exactly how I chose the materials to use. I was also partly driven by the interests of other stakeholders, in both an academic and a practical sense. Still, I believe I managed to make sense of the data material by doing what Schultze (2000) and Miles and Huberman (1994) suggest, namely to compare the groups I interviewed with each other. Here I took note of Miles and Huberman's (1994) recommendation to reflect on the data collection, and to identify similar patterns, themes and relationships among the data. In this way, I was able to generalize the data and associated my findings with concepts and theories.

5.3 Reflections
A key concern in empirical research is access to the field. For most of the laboratories, this was not a major problem, although some laboratories were harder to access than others were. Initially I had obtained formal access to the pre-unit (I had signed a contract and arranged to use a locker there; I had also asked people for permission to observe them when they worked). Soon after I started to observe work there, however, I realized that that the work in the pre-unit was closely connected to activities and routines in all the other
laboratories. Personnel from these laboratories came to the pre-unit to unpack and prepare samples for further processing in each of the laboratories. In this process, I became acquainted with these staff members as well. As a result, it was relatively easy (through this snowball effect) to ask them whether I could just “follow the samples” when these were distributed to each specific laboratory, such as the Medical Biochemistry laboratory and the Pathology laboratory. This enabled me to have informal access to these two laboratories. In comparison, obtaining access to the Microbiology laboratory was more difficult. Although I followed the same procedure as for the other two laboratories, the staff questioned my presence at the laboratory; due to a lack of internal resources, the chief physician was reluctant to give me access. He contacted my supervisor (whom he happened to know) and asked in detail what the participatory observation would involve for the laboratory. We did not make a formal agreement in this connection, but I was able to move back and forth between the pre-unit and the Microbiology laboratory as before, although I was very careful not to disturb the laboratory’s work procedures. As time went by, however, I had increasing contact with the personnel in the laboratory, and was able to conduct several interesting interviews.

By far the most difficult research site to access was the GP practice. It was not difficult to see that the GPs had a great deal of work to do, and their pay was closely linked to the work they did for each patient. The GPs whom I contacted therefore argued that they would need some reimbursement for allowing me to conduct observations of their work. I did not agree to this, both because as a PhD student I had limited resources, and, more importantly, because I felt that this would mean that I had bought information, which might influence how the GPs provided the information to me as well as my own interpretations of this information.

Even though I had learned through my previous education as a radiographer and radiation therapist that health care contexts are complex, I was not able to predict what would emerge as the most difficult challenges during the project. Since I did not have any previous knowledge about ICT projects in health care, I lacked a frame of references for my observations. This situation can be related to Klein and Myers’ (1999:72) fundamental principle of the hermeneutic circle as human understanding, which is achieved by “iterating between considering the interdependent meaning of parts and the whole that they form”. In
my case, a wealth of detail provided me with more insight into the bigger picture. I listened to what people said in the meetings and reflected on the different opinions. I also studied various contexts in which I learned that perspectives could vary widely among the various staff and contexts. I also realized that some participants were more listened to than others were, which made me reflect on how some participants were more influential than others. However, I tried not to let this reflection influence my choice of whom I should talk to. As a result, I talked to a broader range of people, which gave me a deeper insight into the field. For example, while I initially believed that physicians and super-users were the most important staff I learned that it was crucial to speak to laboratory technicians and laboratory assistants to gain an increased understanding of the workflow and of how people actually worked and interacted with technology and with each other. In addition, talking to different professions made me more aware about the diverging perspectives across the many work contexts. As a result, I became more critical about my own role as a researcher, meaning that achieving a complete overview of the different perspectives would be difficult. This is similar to what Trauth (1997) notes when she started to question her own assumptions after experiencing that being part of various field studies improved the overall understanding of why people act the way they do. Along these lines, Klein and Myers (1999:72) emphasize the importance of “The principle of interaction between the researchers and the subjects” which:

“Requires critical reflection on how the research materials (or “data”) were socially constructed through the interaction between the researchers and participants” (Klein and Myers, 1999:72)

In retrospect, I realize that I started my data collection process with many preconceptions. For instance, I was fairly critical of the project in the beginning, since the literature had made me aware of failures and challenges regarding ICT implementation in healthcare. However, in retrospect I realized that it is difficult to know anything specific about a particular setting before digging into the details. Second, it occurred to me that I did not own the truth, as phenomena really can be comprehended differently by different people. Consequently I had to face my preconceptions and take into account that “reality” was far more complex that I initially had thought, thus paying attention to Walsham’s (1995a:76) argument that there is...
a need to “preserve a considerable degree of openness to the field data, and a willingness to modify initial assumptions and theories”.

I had some similar experiences during interview sessions. My first interview was based upon many questions that I had prepared and I was eager to ask all of them. However, in the middle of the interview, I found that it was not easy to ask questions in quick succession and some questions were not relevant at all. I discovered that the more I talked, the more I guided the interview subject towards my own presumptions. In addition, I managed to interrupt subjects in such a way that I missed what they were about to say. This was revealed to me later when I transcribed the interviews. Therefore, I gradually learned to be more open and let the subjects speak more freely.

As a result, my interviews changed from being well planned to becoming more open-ended. I listened and reflected regularly upon my interviews. To listen to the interviews at different times was also beneficial, as this provided new understanding and interpretations. For instance, as my field knowledge increased, I became aware that the interviews were far more valuable than I initially imagined. For example, when I performed the interviews I could only grasp the facts related to my existing frame of references. However, when I listened through the interviews again sometime later, I found that the interviews contained a much broader set of information, which was valuable for further work. My first interviews therefore achieved more than motivating me to keep on exploring the field.

Based on this experience, I also realized that the best way of studying was to be driven by the data and not driven by the theory. Here, I agree with Walsham (1995a:76) that theory is a good way to motivate you to create an initial theoretical framework. For instance, the literature on the ANT and information infrastructure motivated me to study the relationship between people and technology as well as what interests were driving the various user groups.

When I was working for Well Diagnostics AS during the summer of 2006, I had the chance to become what Walsham (1995a:78) describes as an insider and observed the day-to-day work of the vendor itself. During my work at Well Diagnostics, I was able to talk with the vendor, listen to the company's goals and strategies related to their market strategy, to the design strategies, and finally to how they collaborated with other vendors and users. During this
period I learned a great deal about how ICT developers work, which contributed to providing me with a more complete picture of developing and implementing an integrated system.

However, during this period, I realized that I increasingly looked at the project “through the eyes” of the vendor. To some degree, I felt I had lost some of my critical views on the phenomena happening around me. Forsythe (1999:130) addresses this, and argues that being an insider does not necessarily make you an accurate observer. Ethnography works best when conducted by an outsider with considerable inside experience. This is because the researcher can then analyse it through systematic comparison between inside and outside views of particular events and processes. Thinking about this in retrospect, I realize that I gradually paid less attention to viewpoints from other actors in other contexts. However, since I only worked for them for two months, the experience and critical reflection on this experience made me more aware of the viewpoints of others, such as the difference between the various health care professions. Hence, working in many contexts was very profitable as I was better able to distinguish various people’s interpretations. Still, I agree with Walsham (1995a:77) when he argues that being an insider creates possibilities of having a personal stake in various situations.

Van Maanen (1979) argues that the researcher has no guarantee for collecting valuable data no matter how long the researcher stays in the field. I agree on this, but still I claim that in my case it was a great advantage to carry out observations over a longer period and to participate in many different contexts. The long time perspective meant that my insight matured, and that I had time to better understand the overall picture of the nature of ICT in a complex laboratory context.
6.0 RESULTS

6.1 The four articles:


A former version of the article exists as:


A former version of the article exists as:


6.2 Short presentation of content

The four articles in the dissertation reflect more or less how the GiLab project developed.

Although all four articles are related to the GiLab project and the development of Well Interactor, they have different approaches. The first article focuses attention on the old infrastructure and existing work practices at three laboratories in the hospital. The article illustrates the complexity of laboratory work and the role of paper, thus exploring the gap between technology and practice in more detail. Article 2 has an explicit project focus and discusses how complexities around the integration escalated as the project developed. Article 3 emphasizes a work practice perspective, in which three different laboratory work settings are presented. Finally, Article 4 focuses on implementation and draws lines all the way to deployment of the Well Interactor, as well as looking at the users in the context of heterogeneous engineers. You can read the results of each article in more detail on the following pages.

Figure 6.1 below illustrates each article’s main relationship with the empirical setting.

Figure 6.1: How the four articles are related to the empirical setting.
6.3 Results of the four articles

6.3.1 Article 1: “Slow organizations and fast technologies” How existing practices and systems shape integration projects in health care

As pointed out in this article, it often takes many years to implement new technologies in complex organizations. While designers and decision makers easily envisage well-defined goals, they may overlook the fact that realizing these goals also depends on the installed base. In order to illustrate how existing practices and systems shape integration projects in health care, this article suggests that successful implementations are obtained only when information systems are adapted to existing organizational structures and draw on existing technology as well as manual work in organizations.

First, since an installed base is complex due to multiple network connections and heterogeneity, it is very difficult for one system to support all prior installed systems and work processes. Hence, even though new systems aimed to simplify work are implemented, the old work processes may continue as before, resulting in increased complexity and an even higher workload for employees. Furthermore, because plans are seldom realized as envisioned, and because technology is being developed continuously, employees may also need to depend on temporary solutions. In the GiLab project, one such temporary solution was implemented when the GPs sent a paper copy of the e-requisition along with the sample tubes. With the slow progress of the project, this solution is still in use in the laboratory, due to its usefulness and its function in supporting the integrated portfolio. It may thus take some time to achieve the expected results. In this sense, decision makers need to anticipate that old and new routines will have to function together over a considerable period, echoing a central argument in the information infrastructure concept that new technology should build on and extend the installed base (Hanseth and Lyytinen, 2004:214).

Another argument in this article is that the role of paper is frequently ignored, especially among those actors who are not directly involved in health-related work. For instance, the paper documents and paper forms play an important role in gluing the work together in a surprisingly seamless way, and may serve many different functions depending on the context. First, the paper-based artefact provides a very good overview. Second, the paper...
has an important coordinating role because it represents the transfer of responsibility from one work task to the next. In this study, this was especially evident in the Pathology laboratory’s work practice. Third, the attributes of the paper artefact make it suitable for specialized needs. Paper represented a very flexible tool for adding ad-hoc notes, drawings and requests in this case. Furthermore, in specialized contexts, such as at the PCR section of the Microbiology laboratory, where the costs outweighed the benefits of establishing an electronic system, it was very easy to design paper lists and forms for the specific work task.

Paper is also characterized by mobility. It helped the staff to maintain flexibility, as they could bring the lists with them wherever needed, for instance when they walked from the sample distribution room to the extraction room. It is therefore difficult to eliminate the use of paper: its usefulness reflects the fact that the installed base is a structure that cannot be easily removed or replaced.

A third key finding in this article is that the different actors and technologies are conceptualized as a complex socio-technical ensemble. One should take into account that each work task has a place in a larger ensemble of systems and routines (Gasser, 1986), which means that they are related to a greater or lesser degree. In line with an ANT perspective, one stakeholder (i.e. the vendor) cannot have a complete overview of how a new system affects a given practice. Similarly, one could not expect the laboratory staff to be fully aware of how Well Interactor would play out in their daily work context. It is necessary to keep in mind that when deploying a new ICT system in a complex work practice, complexities may increase and the relationship between the elements may be reconfigured. New technologies are therefore at high risk of inducing unintended consequences for the people involved (Ash et al, 2004). In this study, they generated new kinds of workaround for the laboratory staff. It is then important to accept that information systems alone cannot meet the needs of organizations. Instead, one must focus the investment of resources on achieving the goals in ways that take account of the current infrastructure and of how this might be changed. This implies that successful implementation really depends on how well designers are able to consider both organizational and technological issues in a broad sense and thus to exploit the existing infrastructural portfolio – the installed base.
6.3.2 Article 2: Integration as escalation of complexity

Due to higher demand for improved interaction and collaboration between different health care practices, it is obvious that integrating information systems is central. However, establishing integrated systems in health care is also very difficult, as integration initiatives may escalate and become very large as time passes. Although strategic objectives often take integration for granted, integration is still not easily carried out, as many unforeseen events become relevant after the initial and planned implementation process has been established.

In this article, the goal is to illuminate the challenges of unforeseen events through a project implementation perspective as important happenings. As many previous studies show, technical integration mechanisms alone hardly create working integration. Accordingly, this article provides a broader elaboration of the challenges of integration, as it illustrates more clearly why a socio-technical perspective is important in the design and implementation phases. The main goal of this article is to examine the process of integration more closely, particularly how complexities escalate stepwise during implementation.

Based on the results, it is argued that complexity increases in spite of good planning, competent users and project managers. Good planning alone is therefore not enough to create good integration solutions, since elements assumed to be under control by decision makers and vendors can easily be affected and altered by the unforeseen events. For example, the strategies in the GiLab project changed several times during the implementation, due to the new challenges and feedback from users at the many laboratories. At the same time, improvisations and workarounds helped in overcoming emerging and “hidden” challenges. Therefore, the article proposes the importance of looking more into how elements (the different work procedures, various information systems, communication methods, etc.) interact, how they are connected and distinguished, and how they relate to each other.

Because there are complex mutual relationships among elements, it is hard to blame specific challenges on individual factors. Rather, a “weakness” in one part of the project may easily result in problems in other parts. For instance, some design strategies acceptable at the Medical Biochemistry laboratories were not suitable at the Microbiology laboratory or at the Pathology laboratory.
Since there are different understandings and perceptions of a project, it makes sense to argue that an integration project should not be seen as either a success or failure. Most of the recent projects in health care are large and complex, and to categorize a project as either wrong or right hardly captures the full picture. Rather, to dismiss a project as a failure might lead to loss of important insight into those areas where one actually is successful. In the GiLab project, the integration was considered much more successful at the Medical Biochemistry laboratory than at the other two laboratories. It is therefore suggested that each laboratory-specific area should be investigated in more detail to determine the differences between them.

Another fruitful finding explaining why a project may be successful for some while not successful for others involves looking at the specific laboratory systems. Since there are differences among systems, a portfolio of systems should not be regarded as a black box. Rather, each system should be seen as fragmented and diverse, tightly connected to its specific use. This also highlights why it is important to focus more on what eventually went well and what went poorly for each of the contexts. Since this means that outcomes are nuanced rather than right or wrong, it better reflects the dynamics of information system implementation projects where substantial time and context are taken into account.

However, the major contribution of this article is to illustrate a characterizing degree of integration rather than a complete form of integrated information systems. In this sense, the work on integration needs to be split up; it should be greatest in those areas where the opportunity for success is greatest. In order to define the areas of potential success, one must distinguish different contexts from each other and define their differences. While this article contributes to defining the complexity of integration in a particular project, it may also be helpful to assist other integration projects where multiple systems and different contexts are involved.

6.3.3 Article 3: The Role of Integration in Health-Based Information Infrastructures

In contrast to the previous article, where the focus was project-oriented, this article has a work practice perspective in order to understand the process of integration in health-based information infrastructures. The article focuses on the work tasks at the three laboratories
and illustrates their similarities and differences as well as some challenges related to the implementation of the GiLab project.

In order to exemplify the heterogeneity found in the various laboratories, the article illustrates an infrastructure spanning from almost full automation to dependence on paper-based manual work practices. The difference in work practices demonstrates different needs and aspirations regarding how and why the integration should be achieved, and why integration initiatives need to be related to each specific context. Since the findings show that different actors have different objectives, the article is also helpful to improve insight into the diversity of complexity that takes place in organizations.

In a traditional perspective, integration is often related to how IT vendors design new systems and manage to integrate them with systems developed by other vendors. However, this article demonstrates that integration also occurs during the work of negotiation and improvisations, and may be supplemented by the efforts of users. Using ANT as a theoretical framework, the article illustrates how various actors, both users and vendors, contribute in the integration implementation process. The aim is to exemplify the complexity of establishing integration between various information infrastructures, and how actors work together to achieve the goals.

In practical terms, the heterogeneity among actors makes coordination difficult, as it becomes difficult to achieve common goals. However, this article illustrates that coordination also can be achieved when actors negotiate and improvise in order to implement the necessary measures. During the process of negotiation, actors undertake essential roles, which help to achieve integration. For example, although Well Interactor was dependent on systems provided by other vendors to work as intended, it was still difficult for Well Diagnostics AS to have control over other vendors’ strategic choices. Here, the users of the Pathology laboratory did an important job, as they negotiated directly with the supplier of their laboratory system, and influenced them to implement the changes they needed. Similar measures were also relevant at the Microbiology laboratory, in which some staff also negotiated with the vendor of their laboratory system in order to promote their viewpoints.
Regarding the effort to standardize work processes, the article suggests that redesign needs to be approached carefully and needs to emerge from the practices themselves in order to avoid failure. This is because a locally established work procedure can be difficult to implement elsewhere. For example, the Microbiology and Pathology laboratories perform tasks that are fundamentally different from the work tasks at the Medical Biochemistry laboratory. While the work tasks of the Medical Biochemistry laboratory are rather straightforward, the practices at the Microbiology and Pathology laboratories are far more complex.

In conclusion, this article emphasizes that it is important to take into account the complexity of local infrastructures as well as the need to study such infrastructures in more detail. Doing so is important not only to capture the heterogeneity of various departments and work processes, but also because understanding the details may make it easier to distinguish their differences. In addition, one must look at all the involved actors as essential contributors where each, in their own way, contributes to increased integration. By increasing the involvement of users, constructive feedback that is helpful to enhance the success rates of the product can be obtained. The next article illustrates this in more detail.

6.3.4 Article 4: Users as Heterogeneous Engineers - The Challenge of Designing Sustainable Information Systems in Health Care

In this article, the aim is to see the GiLab project in the context of the design, deployment and support. The aim is to illustrate that users not only play an important role in the design phase, but also take the initiative to increase a product’s practical value. In this sense, the user perspective should be viewed within a broader organizational context, as users may also configure designers. More concretely, the article suggest that users are comparable to what Law (1987) calls Heterogeneous Engineers, as users help to negotiate diverging interests as well as assuring that heterogeneous elements are in place to ensure a sustainable technology. In this sense, users are capable of filling a role that designers traditionally have not been good at, more concretely “how to juxtapose and relate heterogeneous elements together such that they stay in place and are not dissociated by other actors in the environment” (Law, 1987:117). In order to overcome the typical gap between designers and users, the main intention of this article is to illustrate that users may
also be seen as system designers, by their efforts and will to establish sustainable technologies.

When the development of Well Interactor started, user involvement was considered important. Actually, the project team saw it as crucial in order to create the best possible product. Thus, to ensure and provide the best outcome, a reference group consisting of computer developers, a number of hospital users and GPs were established. At the starting point of development, the division of labour between the various actors was also well defined, in which reflected unmistakably defined responsibilities as well as a “plug and play” thought. Accordingly, seen from the vendor’s perspective, the service provider profile (SPP) (list of analyses) was meant to be included in the system at the same time as Well Interactor was planned to go into a pilot phase. In this sense, the responsibilities among the design group became concrete: it was the hospital users’ responsibility to develop the service provider profiles, while the vendor assumed responsibility for taking care of the technical aspects of the product. From the hospital users’ standpoint, this was constructive as they had a say in developing the system, and could safeguard their desire to create a well-functioning system.

Although the development work involved users, problems still arose in quick succession. The first version of the SPP was poorly received by GPs since they could not find the analysis without spending a great deal of time searching for it. Major disagreement developed, as the right thing to do was not clear to the staff. Therefore, the workload for developing the service profiles increased, causing a delay in the project because the hospital staff now had to change the work they had already done. In other words, this was the first step into uncertainty, as the project started losing the grip on the original idea at this point.

It was also a burden to deploy Well Interactor to many GPs since the development team had not clearly defined what would happen after the pilot period was completed, which meant unclear roles and responsibilities in relation to who should ensure that the product was installed in the many GP practices. What occurred was increased motivation among the hospital staff, which inspired them to take part in the work of deployment. In addition, there were also a number of challenges in relation to who should be responsible for support of the product, which also stimulated the hospital users to take even more responsibility.
Therefore, this article highlights that users may have a very important role in the effort to capture the ambiguities, and sew together the parts of the development that are not clearly defined. This is highly relevant as “there is almost always some degree of divergence between what the elements of a network would do if left to their own devices and what they are obliged, encouraged, or forced to do when they are enrolled within the network” (Law, 1987:114). Thus, as described in the article, several challenges occurred along the way, in which the hospital users helped to catch up and juxtapose. For example, while there was a considerable gap between GPs and hospital staff at the beginning, in the sense of what was the correct thing to do, the gap was reduced when the hospital users interacted with the GPs. One of the results of the cohesion between the two parties was increased flexibility of the Well Interactor software.

What is more interesting, however, is that the escalating interaction between the two parties helped the hospital users to gain an even higher sense of responsibility, which meant that they in turn worked more to increase their influence. Nevertheless, the main point here is still that this effort was not without reason. Because of the many unresolved issues, for example, challenges around installations, a variety of computer server problems, and lack of understanding of GPs' needs, the users’ work makes sense as it provides valuable feedback for the system developers. For example, what a developer may look at as a matter of course is not necessarily as obvious to an end user, which means that feedback from users is helpful to ensure that developers can better acquaint themselves with the use of their own system, and thus better understand the weaknesses of the product they make. As a conclusion, this article illustrates that “user roles” are far more valuable than merely being helpful input for developing system requirements. In this sense, some users should be viewed as system designers.
7.0 IMPLICATIONS

7.1 Theoretical implications

7.1.1 Integration as hidden work

In previous chapters, I have pointed out that in most of the medical informatics literature integration is regarded as fundamentally a technical phenomenon where the primary challenges appear to be establishing proper integration mechanisms and interfaces between different systems. In comparison, a socio-technical perspective on integration emphasizes that such an effort involves far more factors than just the technical ones. The socio-technical approach to integration is essential in health care contexts, which consist not only of a number of diverse technical solutions, but also of many different work procedures – often manual – which in sum constitute the organization’s installed base. In Article 1, I have elaborated on the complexity of the installed base by illustrating that the health care system consists of many manual procedures, often “hidden work”, socio-technical dependencies and complex network connections across the many existing heterogeneous elements. This complexity suggests that health care practices are not easy to understand without extensive, in-depth examination. There is therefore good reason to maintain that integration involves a considerable number of “hidden” work processes, which both shape and are a condition for successful integration.

Accordingly, it is important to identify and take into account the existing practices and interdependencies between artefacts and practices in a better way before embarking on integration projects. This means that better insight into what happens in practice is required. The traditional perspective, where information systems vendors define the framework for the introduction of ICT in health care, begs the question of whether people who come from backgrounds completely different from the healthcare sector are the ones who should have this role. Without sufficient practical insight, many projects face considerable risk in the efforts to integrate systems and practices.

7.1.2 Integration as information infrastructure

In a traditional perspective, decision makers often assume that standardization and reduced fragmentation will make situations easier for organizations (see Ellingsen and Monteiro,
An important strategy is then to standardize work processes and technologies in order to achieve greater harmony and interoperability. Although these strategies are based on the best intentions, it is also important to remember that standardization itself might be problematic since standardization in one area can create disarray elsewhere (Berg and Timmermans 2000:45; Star and Ruhleder, 1996). Along similar lines Star and Ruhleder’s (1996) argue that that one infrastructure might become another’s barrier. In other words, there may be connections that are not immediately obvious and that are difficult to grasp. It is important to be cautious when aiming to change existing work practices into something that reflects ideal and seamless workflow models. Rather, one must be aware that heterogeneous artefacts are related and intertwined in many different ways.

To increase the understanding of a socio-technical network, the information infrastructure perspective (Hanseth and Lyytinen, 2004; Star and Ruhleder, 1996; Bowker and Star, 1999) is a promising framework. Such a framework may emphasize better how heterogeneous elements are interconnected.

In Article 2, I have illustrated how I consider the dynamics of network connections should be affected by the integration process. By dividing the integration process into smaller parts, one can figure out which parts of the heterogeneous components may best fit together. This implies that one needs to look at integration as a spectrum of many intertwined heterogeneous elements, which relate to each other in different ways. Here, I have suggested that one should devote most resources to integrating those parts with the most frequent interaction between the practices (an expression of the degree of necessity to integrate). This may result in higher motivation of users, as the purpose of the integration should be clearer to them.

7.1.3 Users as heterogeneous engineers in integration projects

In the theory section, it was claimed that users are important participants in the projects and that system designers and suppliers regard users as important contributors in the development process. However, users have traditionally had a passive role in such projects because they are often separated from the designers. This phenomenon has been criticized, for instance by Suchman (2002). Much of the basis for the criticism is that users are regarded as information providers who specify requirements through interviews, questionnaires and
other surveys, rather than being included in the design process as equal partners (Berg, 1998; Hess et al., 2008; Millerand and Baker, 2010). Thus, the users’ role is to provide information, while the system designers still define the terms for the systems.

However, such a traditional approach is not a fruitful strategy for increasing integration in the healthcare sector. This will only maintain the "gap" between designers and users (Hess et al., 2008; Suchman, 2002; Lyytinen et al, 2006), since those who make the systems might have far less knowledge about the context of the system than the users have. One must therefore ask whether it is fruitful for future IS design and integration projects that only the traditional "system designers" serve in the system design role.

To improve reciprocity, users should increase their influence in ICT projects. In this sense, users should have far greater opportunity to participate in creating the conditions for the systems. This can reduce the distance between designers and users (see articles 1 and 4). Another indication that users need to gain greater influence in the design process is described in Article 4. As Law (1987:117) explains, it is a key challenge for system designers to know:

“...how to juxtapose and relate heterogeneous elements together such that they stay in place and are not dissociated by other actors in the environment in the course of the inevitable struggles – whether these are social or physical or some mix of the two”

This means that it is not possible for one group – such as a vendor – to have an overview of the long-term organizational consequences of its ICT systems (Wears and Berg, 2005).

Even though vendors may want to sell their products to as many customers as possible, one solution might not be suitable everywhere. While goals and strategies are often based on standardization, the actual process of standardizing is difficult. What usually happens are conflicts between strategy and use, since the plans do not take into account the heterogeneity in the network as well as the dynamics between the different stakeholders. Article 1 shows how many socio-technical factors are mutually interdependent. Article 2 and Article 3 illustrate this further and elaborate on how the hospital management wanted to create seamlessness in a heterogeneous context, which was indeed problematic.
Article 4 sheds light on how users can contribute in handling complexity in the design, implementation and deployment of an ICT project by illustrating that users have a role as heterogeneous engineers. When users coordinate heterogeneous aspects of a project, they are actually supplementing the design process with a role that traditional system designers and project managers are not able to fulfil.

By conceptualizing users as heterogeneous engineers, I have not only demonstrated that users help to improve the design and functionality of the systems, but also that the user role contributes to wider adoption of the systems. Even though ICT projects may encounter many obstacles in the development processes, users help to ensure that integration initiatives move forward through their efforts to mobilize and coordinate the various actors towards a common goal.

7.2 Implications for practice

7.2.1 Implications for designers and vendors

Due to the large distance between goals and results in many ICT-based health care projects, it is imperative for system designers to learn more about the complex interplay between the new technology and future users. It might therefore be useful for vendors to spend some time in the practices where a new system is to be implemented in order to increase their understanding of how the work is conducted, artefacts in use, and how and in which ways the workers interact with each other. In Article 1, I have not only illustrated a complex and heterogeneous infrastructure in the initial phases of the project, but also illustrated some of the goals of Well Interactor and how the vendor expected it to be used. By studying the current work situations in the laboratories, we see an emerging gap between the technology and the practices. This gap is increasingly difficult to close.

For vendors to gain a better understanding of how their systems affect the installed base, they must be aware that implementing innovative ICT systems is a complicated, unpredictable and challenging task. In addition, it is not certain that innovative and apparently sensible and effective solutions are the best for the existing practice, as the success of complex solutions may well depend on major changes in work practice. Complex technology may therefore presuppose a need for major modifications of related
technological systems (produced by other vendors). This may easily result in escalating challenges, as all vendors do not necessarily pursue similar strategies (see Article 3). As illustrated in the theory chapter, a complex installed base cannot easily be changed or replaced. Rather, attempts to implement new technology in already complex settings may well result in a cascade of unintended consequences (Article 2). It is therefore important to sharpen the focus on the reciprocity between different technical solutions and reciprocity between the technology and organizations.

I therefore suggest that system designers and suppliers should be careful not to create systems that a) require major changes implemented by other vendors or b) require substantial organizational changes for the users. Designers and vendors should therefore aim to integrate new systems with current work procedures and existing systems rather than aiming for a complete replacement of existing ICT portfolios (the installed base). To achieve better systems, it is thus necessary to increase knowledge about practices.

7.2.2 Implications for users

Users need to undertake an active role in integration projects. Articles 3 and 4 illustrate that users influence the development of the system in that they take responsibility for key roles that influence other players to work towards a common goal. The users of the systems may therefore bring in new ideas and suggestions for improvements that have not previously been discussed (see Article 3). Instead of relying on a requirement specification, ICT projects should be seen as an ongoing process where results are created by negotiating interests between users and suppliers. In this sense, user involvement represents an ongoing process where users define change requirements along the way. Therefore, the communication between different actors is a dynamic process where designers configure users but users also configure designer (Mackay et al, 2000). The direction of this configuration must be considered in conjunction with the existing installed base and the need for change.

Because of a close relationship between designers and users, it is fruitful to use the information infrastructure perspective to map different roles as well as how they are interwoven with each other. Because the communication process is not unidirectional, in my opinion it is not easy to define the user/designer roles completely. Consider Article 4, where it is shown that users of the hospital were users in relation to the vendor while the
laboratory staffs in the hospital were designers in relation to the users at the GP practices. Although there was little direct contact between the vendor and the GP practices, users still conveyed important information to the vendor when they regularly contacted the users at the doctor’s office.

Since the example above explains that the development of Well Interactor resulted from the collaboration between different users and the vendor where all groups had the opportunity to influence the design of the product (see Article 4), the knowledge of the users is essential. In addition, since the context largely determines the user / designer role, where the distinction is dynamic within a complex structure, it is appropriate to motivate users to look at themselves as important contributors in the design process.

7.2.3 Implications for project leaders and decision makers

In order to establish a better match between goals and results, project leaders and decision makers should be more aware that it takes time to establish good ICT solutions in health care. As previously described, there are many players and some sort of coordination is required (see articles 3 and 4). Typically, these players have various sets of interests, motivations and expectations about what ICT systems can do for them. In the GiLab project, this was illustrated by the varying needs and differences between laboratories. For example, the plan to transfer series of laboratory numbers to the GP practices gained higher acceptance from the Microbiology laboratory than from the Medical Biochemistry laboratory. In contrast, establishing a pre-analytical unit was far more acceptable for the Medical Biochemistry laboratory than for the Microbiology and the Pathology laboratories.

First, an important question is to identify who benefits and who must bear the disadvantages of introducing ICT systems. This should therefore be a key task for project managers. However, this might not be immediately clear in the initial phases of a project where the stakeholders generally tend to agree. The difficulties typically emerge later as the stakeholders start to discuss how to do things and when the influential role of the installed base and the organizational consequences of the system became clearer.

Second, it is important for project managers to see ICT implementation as a prolonged incremental process, where different parts stabilize and align over time. While the promises
of large-scale organizational change may be tempting – for example, Business Process Reengineering (see Hammer, 1990; Hammer and Champy, 1993) – there is still a need to allow the organization to transform more carefully (McNulty and Ferlie, 2002). Incremental changes are important to merge new strategies with the existing installed base. By focusing on alignments and improved cooperation between management and organization, one can better understand how to obtain a successful system in the long term.

Third, the GiLab project has illustrated that users are able to influence ICT development in many positive ways. A lesson for project leaders and decision makers is therefore to allow users more freedom and participation in the decision processes as well as utilizing their feedback and engagement. First of all, users possess rich knowledge about how work structures are built and how they work together. In this sense, users are able to describe what the terms of the systems should be. Consequently, I believe that by giving users more leeway and influence as well as by considering user feedback, project managers will be in a better position to anticipate the consequences of their projects.

As a fourth argument, it is important that project managers establish some strategies for managing the many unforeseen events that typically occur during implementation of ICT systems. Since an installed base is increasingly complex, it makes sense to suggest that project managers should explore surrounding issues in greater depth rather than considering single projects in isolation. In the GiLab project, for instance, there were many unforeseen events caused by factors that were not regarded as part of the project. For example, it was not expected that the bid for tender would delay the project and it was not easy to predict why it was so difficult to standardize the work processes in the pre-unit. A strategy to deal with the unexpected outcomes of integration may then be continuous assessment of specific integration strategies in terms of the components and practices to be integrated. As articles 2 and 3 illustrate, relationships among the different parts may be dynamic, where some factors affect the integration strategies more than others do. To make more sense out of integration projects, project leaders must then consider more thoroughly how and why interactions among the different parts of an infrastructural system may act as “major sources of unintended consequences” (Harrison et al, 2007:544).
7.3 Methodological implications

7.3.1 A broad methodological scope

As there are large variations between what is done in different contexts in integrated portfolios, and different actors often have different opinions about what solutions are appropriate, it is important to explore the differences between each setting. It is therefore crucial to apply a broad methodological approach. By studying the different contexts, we see not only that they are different, but also what those differences are, how they are expressed, and what the potential conflicts controversies may be.

What is important methodologically, then, is to take into account the different opinions and needs of everyone involved in using the infrastructure. I therefore recommend that project teams and system developers should utilize interpretive research better; perhaps they should even learn more about how and why this research contributes to a better understanding of users’ needs, and of what happens in practice. Klein and Myers (1999) compare this to different witness accounts by explaining the need to be sensitive to possible differences in interpretations among various participants. Through the description of the “Principle of Multiple Interpretations” (ibid:72), the authors show that there are many different explanations, even in the same sequence of events.

7.3.2 Integration projects need to be studied over time

This study has emphasized that the results of integration projects are created over time and that they do not always match what was anticipated during the initial planning phase. First, it took much longer than anticipated to accomplish the project due to the many unforeseen events and issues that emerged. Second, it was very difficult to apply a strategy that fitted in with all the laboratories’ demands, as the work practices varied hugely across the laboratories. The GiLab initiatives were so tightly connected that failure of one component had consequences for other components. Hence, what seemed to be a good solution in one place became a problem somewhere else. As the GiLab case has illustrated, the pre-unit, the PMS and the common laboratory number initiatives failed to materialize in the way they were initially planned.
The thesis shows that ICT projects change extensively over time, and this makes it crucial to study integration projects accordingly - over time - in order to identify what has really happened as well as how and why these things happened. Through studying large-scale projects over several years, one can understand how and why the projects progress the way they do. This may then serve as a foundation for identifying some lessons learned from such projects, from which similar projects might benefit.

7.3.3 Living in the “cross fire” between different stakeholders

Studying integration projects implies that the PhD researcher has to relate to many different stakeholders with different interests. This also reflects the relationship to the PhD researcher who needs access to the field in the related practices. When users, vendors, or project managers admit a PhD candidate to conduct research in a given practice or in a project, it is not unusual for these stakeholders to want something in return, for instance concrete design implications, suggestions, etc. However, since there are also many varying and conflicting opinions to address, it is not easy for a PhD candidate to offer improvement that fits everybody, so that some toes are occasionally stepped on. In this sense, PhD candidates are in the line of fire between the different stakeholders’ interests.

While such a situation is not particularly advantageous, it is in a way “everyday life” for PhD students because current PhD projects are not conducted in isolation, but rather as part of a “real” ensemble of industry, research and users. This implies that many PhD projects increasingly reflect a “real world” setting rather than being conducted as a part of a “laboratory” study. It might be useful for businesses to draw on the services of PhD students, who in any case will spend considerable time in collecting field data, to try to grasp what is going on in complex settings.
8.0 CONCLUSION

In this thesis, I have discussed the challenges of integrating ICT systems in complex organizations and illustrated how a socio-technical perspective on ICT implementation and integration can be important in initiatives to address these challenges. To increase insight into socio-technical interactions, two promising theories have been applied: the Actor-Network-Theory and information infrastructure. These theories have been important for a better understanding of complexity issues in integration projects in health care.

As I have pointed out in the thesis, it is not a simple task to integrate ICT systems in health care organizations. A history of many mistakes and wasted spending is an illustration of this. One must accept that integrating ICT systems as well as implementing them in practice takes time, and time is therefore a foundation for any successful implementation process. A prerequisite for improving integration is a better understanding of technical and organizational interdependencies as well as of what actually occurs in day-to-day work. First, understanding interdependencies is important because successful use is closely rooted in the practice. Second, new ICT systems are also a new experience for organizations, which means that project leaders and participants should be careful to take into account how the new systems influence the various situations of use. Third, complex health care organizations are highly dependent on what is done elsewhere, so that work and ICT are interdependent, sometimes in unpredictable ways. Because unforeseen consequences may result from complex interdependencies, one cannot fully rely on well-planned goals and defined ambitions. Instead, one must map the complexity of the current practices and then try to form a picture of how new ICT systems and organizations interact.

One important reason for mapping existing practices and interdependencies rather than simply following “external” plans is that ambitions and goals seem to change during implementation, due to the unpredicted influences of unforeseen events, which may result in an escalation of complexity. Even though this escalation means that plans and ambitions may not be realized as defined, it does not mean that ambitions are not relevant. However, in order to realize such ambitions, one needs to accept that plans may need to be changed along the way. In this sense, it might be a good idea to focus on changes made through incremental steps rather than rigidly following the initial plan.
To contribute to better outcomes in the future, to reduce complexity, and to deal with existing heterogeneity, it makes sense to study existing practices and technologies – the installed base – in detail prior to any implementation attempt. Therefore, I have recommended investing the resources where they are most needed and where the possibility of achieving integration is best. This might reduce complexity to a manageable level. In addition, by repeating this process, for example by utilizing the concepts of information infrastructure and an ANT perspective, I believe complexity might be handled better.

However, as ICT projects involve many stakeholders with different interests and points of view, one might ask if it is ever possible to achieve complete agreement, or if it might not be better just to make a decision rather than asking what everyone wants. As is pointed out in this thesis, such a strategy is not particularly fruitful. Implementing ICT in health care is more of a collective achievement than a single manager’s decision. Users are indeed an important resource to coordinate the different activities and practices. As pointed out, users not only juxtapose heterogeneous elements, but also see how heterogeneous elements relate to each other, enabling them to identify the weak links in an integration process.

This thesis also suggests that vendors should cooperate better with their competitors in order to deal with heterogeneities. Vendors need to make agreements that are good for the whole rather than creating solutions that are good for individual players. In this sense, vendors need to consider in greater depth how their systems affect other surrounding systems. In addition, vendors of ICT systems should increase their understanding of current work processes and become more aware of how they can create systems that support complex work processes, rather than focusing on innovative solutions that require large-scale changes within an already complex installed base. I also recommend that project managers pay attention to the concepts of information infrastructure, as this can increase insight into the complexity issues in ICT implementations. What is definitely clear is that it is difficult to guarantee that an ICT system will be used as expected. Hence, in order to reduce the typical user-design gap, I also suggest that users are given more influence in ICT projects.
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